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September 1944 was a bleak time for German 
military men and Adolf Hitler. In July, the 
Amsricans had stunned the Nazis with the break- 
out at St. Lo. In response Hitler ordered a strong 
counterattack early in  August at Mortain in the 
vain hope of throwing the Allies back into the 
wa. But by August 22nd the Fuhrer's offensive 
mWer stroke had ended in the Falaise pocket 
debacle, with 10.000 dead and 50,MM prisoner. 
Under the pressure of a relentless Allied offensive 
Paris was libsrated on 24-25 August; Antwerp 
was seized intact on 4 September; and by 11 
Septembr American soldiers had set foot on the 
sacred ground of the Fatherland. 

Fiihrer and the OKW staff on 11 October. He 
outlined an attack by four armies. The 15th ' 

Armee would provide support for the northern 
shoulder in the area south of Aachen, and the 
7tR Armsa would cover the other flank south of ' 

Bitburg. In between, the 6th Pz Armee would 
attack through the front between Monxhau and 
Priim, cross the Meuse between Liege and Huy, 
wheel northwest and strike for Antwerp. The 5th 
Pz Armee, for its part, would strike between 
Prum and Bitburg, cross the Meuse at Namur and 

' 

converge on Antwerp. Jadl's plan envisioned the 
infantry opening 'holes' for the panzers to dash ,, 
through; and he stressed the importance o f  the .2 , 

panzers bypassing Bacqne, Brussels and other 
Battle of the Bulge is one of the most popular 
games in the line. One of the most playable, it 
has spawned a host o f  background and stmtagy 
articles, a well known gamer's guide, and sweral 
enterprising varians. 

One o f  the most appealing aspects o f  Bulge is 
that it altows for the development o f  a wide 
variety of German opening strategi~. The advan- 
tages and disadvantags of the Schnee Eifel axis 
visavis the Clerf-3astogne axis hwe been argued 
a t  grezt length, for example. However, relatively 
little attention has been given to  the actual 
Genan  A r d e n n ~  battle plan; and the history of 
December, 1944 ha seldom b w n  discussed in 
any detail. But how well would the historical 
German attack sb-ategy sucmd if i t  ware axecutad 
in Bulge game form? Would the Germans fare 
bztter or worse in the game than they did in real 
life? lhm provocative questions have remained 
all but unanswered. 

I: This article is a variant-style analysis o f  the 
actual Ardennes bartle utilizing the basic fo rma 
and structure o f  AH's Battle of the Bulge gme. 
In the variant several departures from the stand- 
ard game rules will b m m e  obvious; rspresenta 
tion of American units as battalions instead of 
regimenrs, and modifications in  the Orders of 
Battle t o  conform to the state of affairs on the 
morning o f  16 December 1944 are among the 
changes. For the most part, however, the board 
and mechanics of Bulge have been retained intact. 
The mixture of history and game simulation 
produces an intriguing blend of fact and fiction, 
and saws to  better illustmte the nature o f  AH's 
game and its relation t o  the actual battle. 

Beginning in  early September, Hitler's mind 
began formulating the general concspt of a 
massive coun~roffensivs in the West which would 
be even more audacious than the ill-fated Mortain 
master stroke a month eartier. On the 25th he 
held a meeting with Jodl, the OKW Operations 
Chid, and top OKW offiosrs. He outlined his 
intention to launch an attack with at least 30 
divisions (10 of them t o  be panzer) through the 
Monschau-Echternach sector o f  the Ardennes in 
order to capture Antwerp and annihilate 20-30 
div is ions w i t h i n  t he  21st Army Group 
(Montgomery) to  the north. His attack, requirhg 
total surprise and 'favorable' (nonflying) weather, 
m scheduled to wize the Meuse crossings by 
N-Tag +2 and push on quickly t o  Antwerp. 
Announcing a tentative start date o f  20-30 
November, Hitler ordered Jodl to  draw up an 
operations plan for the offensive. 

On 8 October Jodl reported that 12 panzer 
divisions could be available by 15 November, 20 
VG divisions by 10 December, 7 Werfer brigades 
by 15 December, and 13 anti-tank and assault 
gun brigades by somstims early in  Dscember. 
However, these figurss should haw been con- 
sidered highly suspect, since six of  the identified 
panzer divisions had not wen begun t o  be 
rehabiliwed, and the VG were at ba t  a patch- 
work conglomeration o f  men and material. A t  
this meeting Jodl also offered five possible attack 
corridors. ranging from Holland to Alsace. Hitler 
was adamant, however, and hs refused to  con- 
sider any area but the Ardennes. Since the 
Schnee Eifel had served as a key attack route in  
1840, in his disturbed mental state it is likely 
that Hitler had become irrevocably obsessed wifh 
the decisive importance of that area. . . + - 

US strongpoints. Hitler approved, but quickly 
offered the 'suggmions' that the 6th Pz Armee 
be given special priorities for men and material 
(thereby 'annointing' the commander, Sepp 
Dietrich), that the 7th Armee not be given a 
panzer division, and that no paratroops be used 
to  seize Mwse River bridgeheads. An attack date 
of 25 November was established, and t h e  c d e  
name Wacht am Rhein (Watch on the Rhine) was 
selected. 

Otto Skoneny was given his now fam& 
Operation Confusion' assignment by Hitler on 21 

October.  Skorzeny immediately set about 
assembling men and captured American equip- 
ment. Securiw for Wacht am Rhein was so swict 
that none of the men o f  the 150th Pz Brigade 
were told about the nature o f  their impending 
mission. Rumors began circulating; one un- 
founded rumor, that the mission was to kidnap 
Eisenhower, ultimately caused the AIlies consider- 
able consternation. . . .  

' . ~ i .  
Another indicator o f  the securiw precautions 

insisted upon by Hitler was the fact that 
Rundstdt, C-in-C WEST, was not notified about 
the offensive until late October. On the 24th. 
Westphal and Krebs, Chiefs of Staff for 
Rundstedt and Model (Gin-C Army Group B), 
were briefed by Hitler and Jodl. Thgr in turn 
briefed the two west front commanders. Counter- 
p r o p o ~ l s  were not long in  coming. Rudstedt's 
plan Martin called for a singie blitzkrieg thrust t o  
the Meuse by 5th and 6th Pz Armee, properly 
supported by 7th and 15th Armee. Upon reach- 
ing the Meuse the attack would be exploited 
further if 'appropriate'. Model countered with 
plan Herbstnebel (Autumn Mist; the eveniual 
c d e  name of the offensive), which involved a 
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single thrust at the- Meuse from a breakthrou* 
betwean ~iitzkampen and the Hnrtgen Forest 
aimed at enveloping the Americans in  the Aachan 
salient. The overriding similarity between the two 
plans was that their 'small solution' approaches 
contrasted starkly with Hitler's master stroke 
reasoning. 

Hitler rejected the lesser pfans.out o f  hand. He 
was convinced that only a major, bold attack 
could save the day for Germany. He was fanatic 
in his belief a a t  a disastrous military defeat for 
the Allies would result in a political upheaval 
which would shatter Allied unify and force the 
individual western powers to  seek peace with 
Germany. In the fall o f  1944 very few people left 
in  the Hitler entourage (after the 20th July plot 
purges) were prepared to  question the dubious 
political insight o f  the Fiihrer. 

On 2 November Jodl belatedly briefed the 
three army commanders {Dietrich, Mantsuffel and 
Brandenberger) who would ultimately play such a 
major role in the Ardennes. Manteuffel was most 
vocal in his criticism. With Model, he made 

suggmions for a lea audacious attack designed to  
reach the Meuss and trap the US 1st Army. In 
typical fashion, his idea was rejected by Hitl@r. 

Allied operations in  the fall o f  1944 sipnifi- 
cantly affected the German plans. Runoistedt, in 
particular, was concerned with the advers effects 
of  new Allied attacks launched prior t o  
Herbstnebel. Attacks on Aachen in October had 
already tied down considerable f o r ce  earmarked 
for the Ardennes. In November the situation 
worsened. On the 8th the French 1st Army and 
the US 7th Army struck in the Lorraine area; on 
tRe very next day 3rd Army h i t  north o f  Metz. 
By the 14th Rundstedt was making a very 
pessimistic appraisal o f  the Lorraine situation. On 
the 16th the dreaded attack from Aachen apinst 
Cologne got underway. Of the 38 divisions 
scheduled for the Ardennes, many were drawn 
into the fray by the sheer ne~ss i t y  of German 
survival. This greatly mmplicated the logistical 
and rwquiprnent effort for the offensive. 

On 10 November Hitler signed an order m i n g  
the attack date at t December. But the damage 
inflicted by the Allied offensives, coupled with 
the hazardous task of moving men and material 

- Allied Front Line 

on a transportation system subject t o  air attacks, 
forced postponements t o  the 7th, then to  the 
10th. *en to  the 13th. and finally to  the 
infamous 16th of December. 

As the days passed and Null-Tag neared, the 
German commanders worried. They worried 
about the lack o f  men, tanks and guns. Despite 
Hitler's promises, they worried about support 
from Goering's unreliable LuftwafFe. But most of 
all they worried about fuel; they knm only toa 
well that there simply wasn't enough. 

Yet. i f  the Germans were deeply concerned, 
the Allies were just the opposite. The Allied 
intelligence apparatus was caught comple&ly by 
surprise on 16 December. Allied commanders 
believed the A r d e n n ~  t o  be a quiet sector, and 
throughout November and December the intelli- 
genoe staffs gave them no reason t o  doubt that 
belief. The failures of Allied intelligence can be 
readily attributed t o  two factors. First, due to  
poor weather there was almost no aerial recon, 
the mainstay of Allied intelligence, over the 
Ardennes. Second, the intelligence personnel 
failed t o  properly asms the available data; there 
were 'hints' of 'something' but no one seemed t o  
know what. These two factors combined to  give 
the Germans their b iggm advantage - total 
surprise. 

Dspi te all the obstacles, the Germans assem- 
bled an awesome force in the Ardennes. By 16 
Dacember a quarter million men had been moved 
on 1502 troop trains, and 20,000 tons o f  fuel 
and 144,735 tons o f  supplies had been delivered 
on 5M1+ supply trains. The fact that this feat was 
logistically aacomplished in  inspite o f  the adver- 
sities makes it just that much more impressive. 
On 16 December 1944 the assigned 22 attack 
divisions, though not the 30-40 envisioned, vastly 
outnumbered their American counterparts. Sepp 
Dietrich's 6th Pz Armee had four SS panzer, a 
parachute, and four VG .divisions. Manteuffsl's 
5th Pz Armee had t h m  panzer and five VG 
divisions. Brandenberger's 7th Armee had a 
parachute and four VG divisions. Collectively 
these divisions were hurled into the Eifel; the 
Herbstnebel descended on the Ardennes. 

16 DECEMBER 1944 

Sixth Panzer A m e e  - 
The 6th Pz Armee plan called for two VG 

divisions (246th and 326th) to  strike in  the 
Monschau area to seize the Elsenborn Ridge and 
secure the northern flank. The remaining para- 
chute (3rd) and two VG (12th and 277th) 
divisions were to  breach the front south of  the 
Wahlerscheid crosroads for the f SS Pz Corps 
(1SS and 12SS Divisions). Once the corridor to  
the Meuse had been established, 2 SS Pz Corps 
(2SS and (9% Divisions) would then continue 
the drive toward Antwerp. Sepp Dietrich 
scheduled a substantial artillery barrage at dawn 
on the 16th to  soften up the American positions 
and support the German attacks. 

A t  0525 hours a very heavy rolling b a t q e  
swept over the meager American forces in  the 
Hofen-Monschau area {on orders from Model ths 
historic town o f  Monschau was spared). The 
Americans. in  good defensive positions, suffered a 
few casualties from the fire. A t  0600 the troops 
of the 326th VG launched 'tReir assaults; unfortu- 
nately for the Germans the 246th VG had been 
tied down in  the Jiilich sector fighting and was 
unavailable. The 752nd Regiment h i t  the men of 
the 38th Recon Cavalry Squadron at  Monschau, 
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who responded in turn with measured and accu- 
rate counter-fire. Casualties among the inexperi- 
enced German troops mountsd quickly. After 
stiff initial losses the grenadiers made no more 
serious assaults against the cavalry troopers during 
the remainder of the morning. To the south the 
326th VG's 751st and 753rd Regimen& fell upon 
the lone American infantry battalion, the 39513 
of the 99th Division at HGfen. Once again the 
GIs held their ground. and cut the Germans to  
pieces on the open terrain; the American 
positions were never seriously threatened. As a 
whole the 326th VG lost one-fifth o f  i ts  troops 
in the course of these two ineffectual attacks. 

In the variant the 38th Sq attack, with 
doubled city defense, has only 1-2 odds. Thus, as 
in the actual attack, the 752nd Regiment would 
very liksly be stalemated or repulsed. The attack 
on 39513 yields 3-1 odds, even Taking into 
account a favorable defensive terrain alignment. 
This assault would have a good chancs o f  forcing 
an American retreat, sstablishing a foothold 
(albeit tenuous) on the ridge and putting heavy 
pressure on the cavalry in  Monxhau. 

To SepP Dietrich, mrnander of 6th PI Armee, went the 
best of the G s m n  resews of men end material and the malor 
~ o n s i b l l i t l w  of tho offeneius. 

The German plan contained no provision to  
carry out a direct assault against the 2nd Infantry 
Division. The American 9th and 38th Regiments, 
with the 38511 & 2 Battalions and 393/2 
Battalion o f  the 99th Division in support in the 
south, were engagd in  an offensive drive against 
the German held Wahlerscheid crossroads. To the 
rear, the Znd's Z3i-d Regiment was positioned in 
reserve at Camp Elsenborn. In addition, the CCB 
command o f  the 9th Armored Division was 
located in  reserve to further support the 2nd; but 
on 15 Dacember i t  was decided that i t  was 
impractical to use armor in the area and the 
command vrms ordered returned to  its higher 
parent headquarters, V11 Corps, but the order was 
not received until 16 December. 

South of the 2nd Division attacks, the 277th 
VG was deployqd to  assault the two line batta- 
ions, F i m  and Third, o f  the 99th '~  393rd 
Regiment. Those two battalions mvered a 5 5 0  
yard front which at points was within a hundred 
yards of the Wesf Wall fortifications. The success 

of the 277th in breaching this front and seizing 
the villages o f  Rocherath and Krinkelt was to  
determine the dsgree of flank protection that I 
SS Pz Corps would receive in  its attacks further 
south. The heavy German dawn artillen/ bom- 
bardment on the 16th was most effective in 
destroying o r  disrupting 393rd Regiment 
communications. A t  0700 hours the 277/989th 
Regiment h i t  the Third Battalion with deadly 
effect; Company K was overrun and suffered 
heavy casualties. By the end of the day the 
battalion's casualties totaled 300. On other front- 
age the First Battalion was assaulted by the 99th 
Regiment. When the attack quickly faltered on 
open terrain, the division commander, Colonel 
Viebig, immediately threw in the reserve 991st 
Regiment. Against this combined strength the 
Americans were hard presssd to  hold; the First 
Battalion suffered 50% casualties by nighrfall. 
Yet, despite crippling losses the Americans 
refused to abandon their positions, and the 
Germans consquentty failed t o  secure the 
Rocherath forest area as planned. 

In the variant both American units are hard hit. 
Because of poor defensive terrain the Third 
Battalion would probably have t o  reaeat in the 
face of the 3-1 attack by 989th Regiment. The 
First Battalion, with batter terrain but facing two 
regimsns, would also have a better than 50% 
chance o f  being eliminated or forced to  retreat as 
a result o f  a 3-1 attack. However, it is unlikely 
that the 3 3 r d  Regiment as a whole could bs 
effectively driven off its southern ridge position 
without substantially better German attack odds. 

Immediately south of the American 393rd 
Regiment were deployed the two line battalions, 
First and Second, of the 9 8 t h ' ~  394th Regiment, 
holding a front of some 6500 yards (with the 
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regiment's Third Battalion standing in reserve at 
BuchholzJ. The 394th'~ front, running along the 
International Highway, terminated at the V-VI I 
Corps boundary, leaving a two mile gap north o f  
VI I  Corps' 14th Cavalry Group positions. Two 
attack regiments o f  the 12th VG were assigned to  
penetrate the 394th and seize the crossroads near 
Losheimergraben for the I SS Pz Corps. After the 
artillery preparation lifted at 0700 hours, the 
2 7 t h  Fuesilier Regiment broke upon the 
American lines, but stubborn resistance from 
individual platoons rsul ted in little German 
progress. To the south the 48th Grenadier 
Regiment enjoyed better success by mid-morning, 
exploiting the exposed southern flank o f  the First 
Battalion. By nightfall the Germans had moved 
deeply into this vulnerable flank. 

Paralleling history, the Second Battalion will 
fare well against the 27th Fuesiliers in fhe 
variant; the 1-1 attack odds offsr almost no hope 
for German penetration. However, the exposed 
First Battalion is vulnerable to  the 48 th '~  3-1 
attack, likely forcing the Americans to  retreat, 
and thereby opening up a portion o f  I SS Pz 
Corps' attack corridor and putting strong pressure 
on the 394th'~ reserve bartalion. 

Fifth Paluer Arrnee - 
One of the most famous American units in  the 

battle of the Ardennes was the 18th Cavalry 
Squadron. Covering a 9000 yard front in the 
Losheim-Manderfeld area with a series o f  strong- 
points, the mobile and mechanized cavafry unit 
was situated in positional defenses at the seam 
between V and VI I Corps. Unfortunately for the 
Americans, the 18th also lay in the path se lmtd  
as an axis for the 1 $5 Pz Corps. The German 

1- GERMAN ORDER OF BATTLE AND ATTACKS 
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attack plan allocated the reinforced 9th Regiment 
of the 3rd Parachute Division the task of assault- 
ing the northern cavalry outposts. Two a m k e d  
regimens of the 18th VG Division, the 294th 
and 295th, were deployed to  attack through the 
southern troops of the squadron and envelope the 
feft flank o f  the neighboring lOBth Infantry's 
422nd Regiment. A t  0400 hours the grenadiers 
began to  m w e  in  on the vaaly outnumbered 
Americans; at no other point in  the Ardennes 
were the Americans 90 completely outnumbered 
and outgunned. By 0830 German artillery fire 
was in full support of the assaults. In the initial 
sorties the German paratroops wers caugRt on 
open ground at dawn's light, and the Americans 
were able to  inflict sharp casualtim. The leading 
grenadier columns of the 18th VG were similarly 
greeted with excellent defensive fire. Although 
the Americans gave a good account o f  themselves, 
they simply could not resist s u c c ~ u H y  against 
the weight of German firepower, and in the 
afternoon the surviving cavalry units were ordered 
withdrawn t o  the west. By nightfall the 18th VG 
was on schedule in itr effort t o  envelope the * AMERICAN *' 

ORDER OF BATTLE 
< ?  ->  --.,. 

The Amican Army by la. 1944 Wan en thm upawlng. itr 
onw green and unttAkl dub4dara w a  now Mmtle hardand and 

wfifldsnt Forwnetely for h a  Germans, Ma units fa~ing t h  In 
' 

t h m  Ardsnnsp Warn either deelrnatnd or rshively untried units 
plecd rherefor rnst or amoning. 

OIV% ~ i m e n t l h s l l o n  Sahwh Locetim 

V corps 
102 C m l r y  GP m h  Sq 2 8  Mons~hau 
2 fnfantrn 911. 2.3 44 Tn? 

3811.2.3 44 TTB 
2511,2,3 4 1  E19enbrn 

99 Infantry 39Uj 1 4  RRE 
' 39511 & 2 24  TT6 

38312 14 TT6 
303M 1-4 n 7  
39311 14 Tr8 
3 ~ 1 2  1 4  uua 
38AlI 1 4  UU9 
3%4/3 1 4  S S l l  

VH Carp 
14 Csvalw GP 18th SO 24 uull 
108 lnfan~rv 42211 14 vvsl 

42212 1 4  VV12 
42213 1 1  UU13 
42311 14 ~ r 1 4  
42313 1.4 $615 
42312 1 1  0013 
42412 1 4  0017 
42413 1 4  PP19 
42411 1 4  St. Vith 

28 Infantry 11211 1 4  PP2S 
11213 14 0022 
11212 1 4  NNZ3 
I1Oll 14 MN26 
11 013 1 4  0027  
11012 1 4  LL26 
70911 1 4  Dlsklrch 
r WIS 14  m o  ' 
10912 14 Vrsnden 

S Amwrad 9CCB 7 4  0014 
9CCR 4 4  LL24 
BOCA (-) 34 SW1 

4 IRfarrtW 1 U2 14 UU31 

422nd Regiment, but the inexperienced German 
paratroops had unaccountably stalled in their 
advance (much to  the consernation o f  Sepp 
Dietrich). 

The extent of the hopelessness of the 
Amwican cavalry position on 16 December is 
clearly evident in the variant. Caught in  the open 
by three regiments, the 18th Sq is faced with a 
deadly 5-1 attack and the accompanying proba- 
bility o f  a major retreat. This action would con- 
tribute greatly to  the further opening of the I SS 
Pz Corps attack axis. 

The remaining regiment of the 18th VG, the 
293rd, was assigned the difficult task o f  
breaching the 10Bth Division's 423rd Regiment 
front so as t o  form the second pincer in the 
envelopment o f  the 422nd Regiment. The two 
line battalions o f  ~e 423rd. First and Third, 
were spread out over a curving front o f  more 
than 8000 yards; miscellansous units helped to 
fill in  the gaps in  the line (Second Battalion was 
in  division reserve north o f  St. Vith). Following 
the artillery barrage the 293-d struck at 0600 
hours. The Germans made marginal progress 
during the morning, but they l ack4  the edge in 
men and guns to carry the tide. Early in the 
afternoon an Amwican counterattack wiped out 
the Germans' slim morning gains. Following that 
action the grenadiers made no further amulrs 
during the remainder o f  the day, beyond 
initiating patrol activity. The pincer action had 
clearly f a i l 4  to  achieve its o b j ~ t i v e .  

I n  the variant the 293rd's historical d i f f icul t is  
are appropriately reflected in the 1-2 attack odds. 
Facing the Americans on favorable 'defensivs 
terrain, the Germans have absolutely no chance 
t o  effsct a pincer maneuver, and they have a 
50-50 chance o f  being forced into a retreat 
themselves. 

The 424th Regiment w a s  responsible for the 
southernmost six miles o f  the 106th Division's 
front (there was a 4000 yard gap between the 
423rd and the 424th). The Smond and Third 
Battalions were located in  the front lines east of 
the Our River; the F i m  Battalion was in reserve 
at Steinebriick. Two assault regiments of the 
62nd VG Division, the 183rd and 190th. were 
assigned to  attack through bRe 424th toward the 
town of Winterspelt and the river. The 190th 
Regiment, attacking t o  the right, engaged the 
Second Battalion. Throughout the morning the 
grenadiers made substantial progress against the 
uncoordinsted American defensive forces; by 
noon they had reached a point north of 
Eigelscheid, and their reserve regiment, the 164th. 
had been committed to exploit the initiative. On 
the left the 183rd had assaulted the Third 
Battalion at 0845 hours after a 20 minute mortar 
barrage. However, the Germans made very poor 
progress against rssistance from xlund defensive 
positions. The rapid commitment of the 424th '~  
reserve battalion aided in limiting the German 
advances, Even so, the 1 9 M  was closing in on 
Wintenpelt by the end of the day (and continued 
advancing after dark), while the 183-d remained 
stymied in its offensive effort. In the attack the 
inexperienced 62nd VG sufferd substantial 
casualtis, but  the Americans, having committed 
all of their reserves in  order to  hold the front, 
were faced with a precarious tactical situation for 
the future. 

Open terrain is a serious handicap for the 
Americans in the variant. Their poor position 
allows the Germans t o  achieve 3-1 odds for both 
attacks. TRis situation gives the Germans a good 
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probability of breaching the Our with one 
regiment, and a possibility o f  both assault regi- 
ments advancing on the heels of an American 
retreat. 

Another o f  the b m  known American units in 
the Ardennes battle was the 28th lnfantry 
Division. Along the twenty-five mile span of the 
28th'~ extended front, units were heavily assault- 
ed on 16 December by the bulk o f  Manteuffel's 
5th Pz Arrnee. The northernmost of the division's 
regiments was Colonel Nelson's 112th. I n  the 
Ardennes aftsr suffering 2000 casualties in 
November, the 112th held a front of six miles 
directly south of Llitzkampen and the positions 
of the 106th Division. Most o f  the regiment was 
deployed in  squad and platoon posis on the east 
bank of the Our. Two of the rifle battalions 
manned the main positions on the east bank; the 
First near Liiizkampen, and the Third occupying 
and flanking Sevenig further south. She Second 
Battalion was located west of the Our in reserve 
southwm of the other two battalions. Hills and 
wooded draws marked the locat terrain, and the 
Americans were Imated in  foxhole positions. 
General Krueger's 58th Panzer Corps was assigned 
the role of attacking through the 112th and 
seizing usable river bridges and crossina. 

Individually, American armor such ar t h  S h m w  abws. 
um no m m h  for German hasvim6 wch m the Tiger or Panthw. 
Hwvevar, quantitarive superiority. Allled alr power. German lack 
of fuel, and thmlr own rsletiwly untested, naw crews m d n  the 
gamer only a local thrnm - not the strategic weapon It wsa 
Previously. 

For a while early on 16 December the men o f  
the regiment watched the artillery barrages on 
other sectors o f  the front with detachment; but  
by 0620 hours the rolling barrages from five 
artillery and two Werfer brigades snapped them 
out of their lethargy. The Third Battalion was 
quickly assaulted by the 1130th Rqimsnt o f  the 
560th VG Division. In the initial. shock the 
grenadier platoons made strong penetrations all 
the way t o  the river. However, the Americans 
held their ground, and with the help o f  the 
raserva Second Battalion later in the day, the 
Third was able to  reestablish i ts  l ine.  In this area 
American commanders noted that the Germans 
must have been green troops (which they were) 
sinos they had not p r e d  home the early 
advantage. By nightfall the 1130th Regiment 
commander reported that his troops had not been 
able 'to get going'. 

The main thrust of the 58th Pz Corps was the 
1 16th Panzer attack on First Battalion. The 60th 
Regiment was to attack on the right to  split the 
seam between the 112th and the 424th Regiment 
to  the north. The 156th Regiment was to  attack 
on the left to  secure a bridgehead for the 
following panzer assaults. In the predawn the 
60th'~ grenadiers advanced forward only to  have 
their leading shock companies stumble into the 
424th positions and be cut to  ribbons in  a 
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crossfire. That seemed to set the tone for the rest 
of the day for the rsgiment. A t  daylight many o f  
its companies were caught in the open and 
mauled by machinegun and Quad-50 fire. The 
Gsrrnan panzers appsared rsluctant t o  assist the 
grenadisrs, and the terrain along the West Wall 
did not favor the employment of armor. The 
156th Regiment, for its part, had better luck 
p~nstrating ths American lines during the 
predawn period, but it suffered the same fate 
from ths defender's accurate machinegun fire. 
Homer ,  the numerically superior Germans 
pressed their attacks; by afternoon the First 
Battalion had been cut off, and the Third 
Battalion was being engaged by panzers. In light 
of this deterioration, Colonsl NeIson ordered his 
rqiment to  pull back t o  the w m  bank of the 
Our. 

Meanwhile, the 1128th Regiment sf the 560th 
VG was engaging units of the ressrve Second 
Battalion at the boundary between 112th and 
110th Regiments. By noon the grenadiers had 
~tablished a west bank bridgehead; by nightfall 
German enginmrs were building bridgss across the 
rivsr. 

In the variant these three 112th Regiment 
attacks bear little resemblance t o  history. The 
116th Pz assault on First Battalion has 12-1 odds 
because o f  the lack of defensive terrain {even 
with doubled terrain defense i t  would still be a 
crippling 6-1). The battalion would likely be 
eliminated, and would be lucky i f  it only suffered 
a stiff retreat. As a result, the Germans would be 
guaranteed o f  breaching the Our. Tha Third 
Battalion, alscl lacking defensive terrain, falls 
victim to  a 3 1  attack from 1130th Regiment, 
providing the Germans with a 50-50 chance for a 
second breachin@ of  the rivsr. In tha south the 
1128th Regiment is only able t o  m u e r  a 1-1 
attack against the Secortd Battalion's doubled 
defense positions, and that g ivs  the Germans 
only a slim chance o f  advancing. On the whole, 
the attacks on 1 12th Regiment will result in  the 
Americans being w e r l y  assaulted, their northern 
flank being turned, and the Our River breached. 

The cantar of the 28th Division's line was held 
by the 1lOtR Regiment on a 9-10 mile frontage 
with its First and Third Battalions (the Second 
Battalion was in division reserve at Donnage). 
With only two battalions it was impossible to sat 
up a continuous dafensive line. As a substitute, 
Colonel Fuller, the regirnenal commander, 
established a system of  village strongpoints o f  
company strength on a ridge line saparating the 
Our and Clad Rivers. The garrison line, behind 
the excellent St. Vith-Diekirch highway {Skyline 
Drive), paralleled t o  tha Our River at a distance 
of 1% t o  2% miles. Outposts were maintained on 
the river's west bank, but they were only manned 
during daylight. The First Battalion was deployed 
in the north from Heinerscheid t o  Munshau~n; 
ths Third Battalion was located from Hosingen to 
Weiler. The Gsrmans allocatad the 47th Pz Corps 
to the attack on the 110th. with the intention o f  
bridging the Our, seizing Skyline Drive and the 
good east-& rods, and opening up the area 
through Clerf to Bastogne for the Panzer Lehr 
Division. To accomplish this task Manteuffel 
assigned substantial, supporting firepower, 
including a Wsrfer brigade (108 pisces), an 
artillery corps (76 pieces), a flak regiment, and 
divisional artillew (four battalions for VG 
divisions, and three battalions for panzer 
divisions). 

On fie 110th '~  northern frontage the 2nd 
Panzer Division was striking a t  the First Battal- 
ion. Crcsing the Our in the predawn darkness, 
the division's infantry component, the 304th Pz 
Grenadier Regiment, moved quickly against the 
villags of Marnach. During the day the Germans 
sncircled the American villags and filtered 
through the front toward Clerf city. By nightfall 
the panzers had bwn  ferried across the river and 
they delivered the coup de grace t o  ths embattled 
GIs. Two assault rsgiments, the 39th and 77th. o f  
the 26th VG Division were assigned t o  attack 
Third Battalion pwitions. As early as 0300 hours 
on the 16th these twa regiments crosssd the Our 
and began assembling in  front of the Amwican 
villags stronwoints. A t  0530 hours the artillery 
opened fire and the grenadiers started their 
advances. Throughout the day the Germans 
penetrated and surrounded the American 
companies and inflicted heavy punishment. After 
nightfall ths grsnsdiers eventually overran many 
of the villags posirions. The Germans suffered 
heavity in  their attacks. but in  spite o f  General 
Cota's (28th Division commander) order to  hold 
at all cost, they had broken the back of the 
11 0th Infantry Regiment. 

Installed behind the river barrier the two 
battalions o f  the 110th sufFer 3-1 attack in the 
variant. Both attacks would prwida tha Germans 
with a m n g  probability o f  breaching the Our in 
at lerwt one point, but would also expose the 2nd 
Panzer's 304th Regiment to the possibility o f  a 
costly exchange outcome. 

Saventh Armee - 
As the southernmost regiment of the 28th 

Division, the 109th fell within the operations 
zone of Brandenberger's 7th Armee. The 7th was 
assigned the unenviable task of providing extandd 
southern flank protsction in th* Ardennes. The 
80th Corps was allocated to  execute a contain- 
ment attack to  the southwat in  the Echternach 
area. The 85th Corps was allocated t o  c ros  the 
Our and advance on a parallel axis t o  the 5th Pz 
Arnlae. To lsnd support to  these two corps 
Brandenber~r had 318 guns and 108 rocket 
launchers available. 

The 109th was assigned a nine mile fmnt on 
the south end of the 28th Division. With two line 
battalions. the Second and Third (the First was in 
resenre in  Diekirch), Colonel Rudder, regimental 
commander, established a sarias o f  company 
strongpoints very similar to 110th Rqiment's 
pwitions. Second Battalion held five mil= t o  the 
north; the Third Battalion held the four miles in  
the south. The 5th Pamchute and 352nd VG 
Divisions, as part o f  tRe 85th Corps, were 
a igned  t o  attack the 109th. The 14th and' 15th 
Parachute Regiments h i t  the Second Battalion; 
the 9 l M h  and 916th VG Regimens struck at 
Third Battalion. In coordination with the artillery 
bombardment at 0530 hours, the grenadisrs 
c romd  the Our and Sausr Rivers and launched 
their attacks on the west bank. As the day wore 
on the Americans continued to  hold firmly m 
their village positions, but as slsswhere along the 
Ardennes fmnt, the Germans were successful in 
making deep and threatening penetrations at 
several vulnerable points. By nightFall the 
Germans were able to f@ny some of  their heavy 
m p b n s  a c r m  the river and bring them to  bear 
against the American defenders. 

THEGENERAL 

I ORDER OF BATTLE 

I COMMENTS 

a. I n  dwelopins this histortml vziiant it was emnrlsl  to 
utilize the htendard Bulge beard i n  order to prwide a degree o t  
continuity and cornisremy. 

b. On the morning o f  16 Dacember 1944 the American 
forces i n  the Ardennes wele deployed i n  plat~onlcwnpany 
oumosts and stmnlgoints. It would be highly irnpracticd t o  
atremot to simulate that minIseula organizational echelon in this 
variant. The batralton has heen polactod, lnrlsad. as a practical 
h t  still very realistr achelon for portraying the diapositlon o t  
Americen forces. Howwer, tnatselection p m s  two problems. 
First, the Bulge board i.r designed for a simulation of reoimenwl 
scale operations, and irr hex p r d  dous nor lend itmlf readily t o  
use in a battalion level scenario. Gscond. moa of the American 
httel ions i n  the Ardmnss ware required t o  w e r  abnormally 
tong fronwg6%:a conribtion which ra not Bnsily reprwsntd on the 
existing hex grid. Derrite these dilfiprlties, however, most of the 
Arnerlcan units are located wirhin a mile or lee o f  their 
historical  position^ and all of the bsttslions are acarratelv 
&playad i n  relation to neishborino m i i r .  

F. On the whole. German commanderr maintained the 
integrity ot their regiments during the initial as6aulti. The 
standard Bulge qsrm's Germen regimental echalon hap t h a f o r e  
bmn  re7eined In  principle in thisvariant. Any RtEernpt to portray 
German forces at a smaller scnk t8.g.. battalion) yw)uld be BS 

i m p r m i w l  as representing A m s i w n  forces with platoon coun- 
tern. All of the indhcated ragimmnts are fficuratelv deploy& 
+inst rha actual American unifs that rhev attacked on 18 
December. 

d. To pmuide Iunher continuity. the standard Butpe w s .  
men! rams and combat factors haw been ret~lned. The rove-  
ment rams, not being ecsential i n  this variant, do not  require 
rnodifimtion. However, the assignwd c o h t  factors require 
majar adiustmerrts. The basic American i n f a o w  battallon is  
assigned a combat strength of 1 ,  resulting i n  an overalt strength 
of 9 for an infantry division. This cantrests with the 12 k t o r  
strength of the same typs of division in standard BU& 1Tke 2nd 
Intantry is an encemion. In mnmct ion with Irs attacks on the 
Wahlwsheid cmosrosds the 2nd was reinfarmd, and supported 
Iw a maior ahars of V Csrpsartillew). Howwer, thisadjustment 
provi&s a more raallstlc strength for the i n e r w r k n c d  end 
exh~usted American f o r m  thrown rowrher in the Ardmnes 
==tor vi$-a+ir the undermanned but stlll wry potent German 
attacking farces. American cavalry quadmns are assigned a 
combat atr~ngth of 2 Ion the basis o i  two w e d r o n r  t o  e wvalry 
group, the equivalent of o rnechanlaed regiment or a CCR 
armored commandl. No strength adiustments are made tor the 
Amsrican armorad unlts sime t h y  rerain the same tri<ommand 
organiaafional arunurm silnulatsd i n  standad BuW (The BCCA 
her a w m b t  strennth of 3 because onty a portloo o i  t h a  
command, the a h  Armored Infantry Battalion, waa locmed i n  
the front lines on 16 December!. 

B .  The basic German infantry rwiment is  adgned a combat 
ptmr@h 0 1  3, resutring In an overall strength o f  9 for a 
Volkegsgrenadier division. This adjustment puts n VG division on a 
p r iw  with the cor rewnding American inlantw dtvision; the 
l ~ k  cd manpoww i n  the  VG unirc v i rbv is  the Ameri-n units 
was o f f a t  t o  a significant sxtmnt by tP.0 prspon 
supporting artillery i n  ths initial attacks (The owrsrrength 
3 Para19 is s rewlt of that regrment baing substa 
reinformd with erna ~sssu l t  guns.) In rreneral, no st 
dlurtmentr are n e m a r y  for  the German panzer regiman 

t. The hldorical units ~nvo lwd  i n  the battle on t h  
of 16 Owember have been specifi~ally Idsntlfisd and 
this rarrant. H m v e r .  because of the gsogramlcal limb 
the standsrd Bulge boardsome units in the battle do nor appear: 
thc northern fhnk operations of the 15th A rmexand  o p ~ a t i o n s  
of Brsndanberwr'i 7th Armee agsinst tha gouthernmort posi- 
tions of the 4th lnfmrry Division are riot ~ncluded. In  rsvisdng 
the Germen f o r m  i t  wi l l  bm noted that m e  VG divi~ions have 
two rsgimenrs indicated, whlte othsrs have three. Ar a rule, all 
VG diuislons had three rml-ts t a l h l t  undermanoedl, but i n  
;he initial atracb some reaimmts were held i n  rersrve and still 
others were sslmply not  avaltable due to wrnmitmmna on other 
t r on t~ .  The dirtinct lack of pnnzera i n  this rarlant wi l l  also 
certainly be noted. t t t  the German plan, the infantry was to 
breach the American front tine and the panzars lyere then to be 
wrnmined lo  exflolt the 'brddgshmds'. Th<ouphmt rhe morning 
of 16 December only r smell portion ot fhs total Gennan 
armored strenmh. jome of the regimenb of Mantetrffel's 5th Pz 
Armee. ware engawd in the initial attach. 

8. Battle odds for tho vartcus German attNks t e  wmputed I 
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I n  the variant the Americans' doubled river 

defense r s u l t  in  both battalions being subjactsd 
to 3.1 attack odds. This situation would wain 
give the Germans a strong chance to breach the 
river in  at least one point, thereby opening a 
thm against Diekirch. 

I n  the extreme south o f  the Ardennes front 
the 276th and 212th VG Divisions o f  80th Corps 
were assigned to engage elements o f  9th CCA and 
4th Infantry Division in  order t o  secure the high 
ground on the west bank of  the Sauer River. The 
target o f  the 276th VG was the 60th Armored 
Infantry Battalion (9th CCA) which held a three 
mile frontage between the 28th and 4th 
Divisions. Six artillery battalions and a rocket 
brigade provided predawn support for the attack 
by the 888th and 988th Grenadier Regiments. 
The 986th attacked t o  the right, and the 988th 
to  the l e f t  Both regiments were only able to  
make mediocre progress. In limited areas the 
Germans were able t o  force peneaations, but 
their inexperienced troops failed to exploit the 
available opportunities. By the end o f  the day 
General Leonard, 9 t h  Armored Division 
commander, had reassigned sufficient reserves to 
back up the 60th and thwart the 276th VG drive 
to seize the rn bank. 

To the south the 212th VG Division was 
assaulting the left flank of the 4th Division. The 
423rd Grenadier Regiment engaged the 12th 
Regiment's Second Battalion. Unlike at other 
points on the front, it was well into the morning 
befors the German attack got underway. As a 
result, the Germans achieved. limited surprise, and 
equally limited success. During the afternoon the 
Germans brought the American defenders under 
heavy pressure, but they failed in  their objective 
t o  secure the Sauer's west bank. A t  nightfall the 
limited American armor (oppowd by nearly none 
for the Germans) A was beginning t o  make its 
presence known in  r~stahl ishing the front. 

Both the 276th and 212th VG attacks in the 
variant have dubious 1-1 odds as a consequence 
of the doubled American defenses. In those 
circumstances it is unlikely that the Germens 

would achiwe any degree of success in dislodging 
the Americans from their positions. . 

ANALYSIS 

I n  Decemkr 1944 the Germans achiaved com- 
plete strategic and tactical surprise in  the 
Ardennes. Their initial assaults on the 16th left 
the Americans stunnd, off-balance, and disor- 
ganized. However, one can reasonably argue that 
in  a strategic sense the Germans' Ardennes 
offensive failed on its very first day bmause it 
was unable t o  bring about the vital decisive and 
far-ranging breakthrough necessary for success. As 
significant as the German advances were on the 
TBth, they ware not as significant as the fact that 
tha Americans, whether as individuals or in 
groups, did not break and run en masse, but 
rather held their ground - often t o  the proverbial 
I& man that scl obsessed Hitler during the war. 
But i f  ths stratsgic battle was won on the first 
day, it took the A l t i s  nearly three weeks to  
sscure the tactical victory, at the cost of 76,000 
American and 100,000 German casualties. 

This Bulge variant appropriately ref lew both 
the strategic and tactical flavor of history. I n  the 
game f ie  Germans' offensive wnsists of 19 
separats attacks, and the battle odds o f  those 
attacks (two at 1-2, four at 1-1, slwen at 3-1, 
one at 5-1, and one at 12-1) reveat the tremen- 
dous numerical advantage that the Germans 
enjoy. Statistically, the Germam should 'win' 
54% of the nineteen attacks, destroying 2.33 US 
fxtors i n  the process, while only 'losing' 12% of  
the battles. On the whole, the first turn of the 
offensive in this variant could be called a sound 
but unspectacular tactical success, with some 
American units eliminated and many of the 
others forced to  rstreat. 

Yet, any veteran BuIge player will quickly note 
the strategic failurs of the German turn. A t  no 
w i n t  on the front are enough US factors elirni- 
nated or forced into engaged situations; and at no 
poim on the front are the breakthroughs in the 
American lines fatal or irreparable. Without 
doubt. the Germans are capable of much more 

. - ,  ,"< 

i i  THE F'ORCES 
German - 

,, I n  the fall of 1944 the AWnn8s S n o r  was a "quiet' area The Garman ermies i n  the Ardennes battle ware mede up of 
vvhere American hrcesrrers mnt for rest am3 rehabilitation ef tw shsnered dlulslona, iwloucly ouarded reserumrand h a t  could be , .' thn fieroe fighting along other sectors of thefront. In  M s m h r  6craped f rom the bottom of the barrel. Yet, they wera t o  prow : 

'9 m e  four and two-third6 divisions were deployed in the V l l  M Be s deadly capsble forcs. Wlth 250400 men, 7MXl tanks, ' 

Corps erm. To thu north l a  Army's V Corps was strikins at the and 19W artillery p ixes the Gsrmar. tremendously out- . + 
: Wahlersheid crossroads; t o  the south Fatton'$ 3rd Army war - numbered their American ogponentp. 
.' ' apratlng. Betwen Monschau and Efhtsrnach were p r l t l oned  

6th Pz Arrme: The four SS panwr divisions (1st. 2nd. 9th 
,<< 83P00 men. 242 mnk. 182self-prepelled anti-tank duns. ,d 12thl of this Amee were given and 
.*; and hesvy puns. H-wer. the* were hardly WWB p r m i w  wj& a h I I  d am*; the 1st  SS, : >:>, 6ubmntisl as the figurrra Indicam: 
,? for example, included 2 2 . m  men. 200 t a n b  and Corps 

' 

2nd Infantry: This veteran division was engaeed i n  an artillery. Thm r i m e  parahute end four Volkqramdier . 
" a m l t  on the Wehleraeheid crowcads i n  rnid-lJ~~~rnbBr. Thn d l v i ons  earmarked lor  the bettle were units rebuilt altar '. 
'i a m c b  w e  Ineffmtiw, but  b l o d v .  The nmr attack rsgi- heavy previous toss=%, and were of unknown or dub iw r  

;:' ments, the 9d-r snd 38rh, suffered 1MO capualtipr i n  the guallty. On the uuhole, the infarnw of thnBth Armee lacked 
; , 13.16 Decemkr geriod. - 
.3 

sufficient agaault guns, and the Bsnrers laclied tralned 
Wrh Infantry: This divis~on, which a r r i vd  on the errinserr. 

: Continent In Nowmber, had reen very l i t t le =tion prtor t o  6th Pa A r m :  Manteuffel's three p n m r  divisions (2nd. 
amivim i n  the Ardsn-. 115th. Panrer Lehr) only received 60.80% of their authorizad 

1135th Infamw: This green diuision ar r iud an the a r m d  whbles; the 116th had 92 Panther6 end 47 MkIVs. ' 

\< Continnnt on 2 De~ember and w irnmediatmly sent to the and the 2nd. ramd an elite unit, had 58 Panhers. 27 MklVs 
, Ardennes. It contalnecl a hi& wrcentege of America's first and 48 w l t  gum. The 18th and B a d  VG, rebuilt from . 
.,! batch of 18 year old draftaer. prior fighting, hacl olllv six banalions each. The 26th VG, 

$ 28th Infantry: This divislon had suffered heevilv in  ihe &ilt from Easturn Front actton, w a  rmad high bmuaa of 
Hiirtgen Forsot debacle i n  Nwember. and lost almost82W a large number of veteran oif imrsand noncomr in h e  ranh. 

; men. I t  wsg rea~igned t o  the Ardennes for  r ~ t  aml Tha twa available reoiments of h e  5 W h  VG (the other was 
. reasu~pmnt. i n  h m a r k l  mnsfsaed of N o w y  sarrlmn t rwp t .  

> 9th Armored: This was a wsan, Inexperienced, untested 7th Armee: Brandsnbmrgar w a s  ~ i w n  almost no armor to 
I. tank outfft. suptmrt hi9 flank attack. The 5th Pamhuts wes et about , 
' 4th Intantry: This division landed at Vmh Besch in  June half strength with only 1 0 . m  msn. The 352ml VG was 
' a& fou*r steedily throuahout the ensulnp mmths. In  the made UD of Luftwaffe end Navy personnel with no ground ,.,' 

Hiirtgen Forest h Im t  7 W  men: an 18 Demrnber it was still exwrieme. The 276th VG had been rebuilt attar tho flghting , 
>.- 
. 20W men short of its TI0 s m g t h .  at Normandy. Ths 212th VG, rated the 7th Armus's b ~ t .  

,'4,; ,..,,,..a5>A+ L< .;r:Evyu,'? c, .: - , ?>:& G"by>.Y%,>, ,'; ,;is< ph&:.2: ; :pFh%Hn Teby i l !$?e~f iu~~,~,Wwe Frmt fig?ti%.: , :r. ,:.L 

substantial sucmses and advances in  ensuing 
turns; they may even be capable of achieving the 
victory denied thsrn in  history. Certainly the 
infusion of the armor o f  5th and 6th Pr Arrnee 
will give the Germans a tremendous offensive 
punch. But the difficulty of attacking, once the 
American shortens up his lines, redeploys two full 
divisions (9th Armored and 2nd Infantry) end 
bsgins to  receive a steady flow o f  reserves, cannot 
be overlooked or underestimated. 

In this Bulge variant, as in history, the 
respective Orders o f  Battle seem to suggest and 
promise a sweeping and largely successful German 
offensive. Yet, as this first German variant turn 
and history both show - things are never quite 
what they seem. The only thing that appears 
certain is that this single variant turn is an 
imereaing and thought-provoking glimpse o f  the 
dbj; vu image some thirty years old. 0 
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By Tom Hazktt 

RelatiCelv few warnamers have ever m ~ a ~ e d  

Pnay 
, < 

in t~urnarneni competirion, either face-lo-&ce 
or through the mails. Tom Hazletr is one who 
has particip~ted in competition on both kvels 
since the earliest days of the hobby. As such, he 
is welI qual~jTed to speak on the pressures 
townameni play. Although PBM roumamen 
seem to be getting incre&ingly rare due to the 
proliferuttion of new games on the market, 
convenlions are increasin~ in n m  ber ever v year N-ii +z 
and ofiron offer organize> competition. f i o u  n'( Y w w  
envision yoursey in attendance at m y  such "- " I L 

APRIL I: Ths Gsrman, dsalring u quick b m k  in the amition, has offered the Allied player the ' 1 7 %  
gathering in future years you'd do well io take gambit'. T ~ O  Allied p l w r  quickly r e q ~ d  w i h  the necearv 1-5 w a k d l  and ~amurer the German ' 

Tom's advice ro heart. 

Tomb aduice has gulned even geuter credence 
due to his recent 1st place finikh in the P. W.A. 
toumrnent at  the Cincinnati Conventbn lmt 
July. Tom's final win in the Champiomhip round 
come in AFRIKA KORPS so his examples are 
well chosen. For more dnformabion on the play- 
fotcp~y money tournaments side of wmgming, 
we suggest yon write P. W.A., c/o Harley Anton at 
hk 2313 Wexford La., Birminghm, AL 35236 
nddresx. 

It has been my observation over the past 
several years that the style of play in several of 
the older Avalon Hill games undergoes a subtle 
but crucial change when playing-by-mail as 
opposed to their style in face-to-face competi- 
tion. If we stop to think about it, I'm sure that 
nearly all of us will notice that the games we 
play-by-mailto a real conclusion, not just the 
ones where one player drops out of sight, seem, 
on the whole, to end in fewer turns than the 
same games when played in person. There is a 
simple answer for this phenomenon, the players 
get impatient. In the "Series Replayn in the 
November General the Russian player sums up 
this feeling quite wel, "I realize my chances of 
winning are better if I fall back, but would 
rather win in '41 than '43." The risk of this 
attitude, as the Russian player found out, was 
that it tends to keep one from winning at all. 

The growing popularity of tournaments has 
led to an intensification of this attitude; it is no 
longer mere irnpatienoe, but a fight for tourna- 
ment points which prompts more aggressive 
behavior in hope of forcing a quick decision. 
Both face-to-face and mail tournaments often 
place emphasis not on winning alone, but on 
winning quickly, as standings are determined on 
a player's record during a specific time period. 
Even in tournaments where players participate 
in one game per round there must still be a time 
limit for each round. Such time pressures are 
not likely to have much effect on the Germans in 
Stalingrad or the French in Waterloo. Players 
having sides such as these generally try to end 
the game as quickly as possible anyway. The 
nature of some gamee is such that tbelongerthe 
game goes on the less likely one side is to win. 

What do we do, however, if we are playing a 
game such as Afrika Korps or D-Day? If we 
have the side that's on offense we have a chance 
for a quick victory, but usually a win requires a 
long period of effort. If we get stuck with the 
defense, optimum strategy dictates that we must 

Supply unit. I f  the German dam m t  receive suwlim on rho next two turns, this aetlon alone will 
mtult in a victwv. 

usually play nearly to the time limit, (38 turns 
for Afrika Korps, 50 for D-Day) in order to 
achieve avictory. Competent play by the offense 
can usually drag out the game nearly that long. 
Such a game takes at least six or seven hours in 
person or over a year by mail. While such a 
hard-fought victory may be more satisfying 
personally, it is likely to be costly in a tourna- 
ment. There may not even be a winner. There is 
a very real possibility that such a lengthy game 
will not reach a conclusion but be drawn 
through the time limit, thus hurting both 
players. Whether they are consciously aware of 
this time pressure or not, most players tend to 
play more aggressively because of it. 

For those who would say that unusually 
aggressive play may be more effective than 
normal strategy, I can only respond that if that 
were true, thousands of person-to-person games 
would have revealed this fact, and it would have 
become a part of such play instead of remaining 
primarily true of mailand tournament play. It is 
true that aggressive action by the normally 
defensive side cancatch an inferior opponent off 
balance and defeat him in ten turns instead of 
thirty. It is more probable that such action will 
result in a fifteen turn loss to an opponent that 
we might have beaten in thirty moves, and no 
matter how we look at it, a win is always better 
than a loss. Aggressive play with the defense 
may be necessary to win tournaments, but it 
involves huge risks. An ability to assess the 
capabilities of our opponent would prove in- 
valuable. In other words, how many openings 
can we give this clutz before he is likely to spot 
one? 

What can we do about removing this time 
pressure and returning normal methods of play? 
For the present there seems to be no answer to 
tournament games. (For other mail games the 
answer is, of course, to not lose patience.) The 
best we can do is realize that this pressure exists 
and use it to our advantage as much as possible. 

I realize that the above discussion has been 
somewhat theoretical in nature and that terms 
such as "aggressive playn are rather nebulous. 
For purposes of illustration then, let us examine 
a recent tournament Afrika Korps game and see 
what effect time pressure had on the two 
players. 

The German player was far from eager to 
undertake the typical campaign, with the expen- 
sive siege of Tobruch and the long fight down 

the coast. He felt that he could win such a game 
if time permitted and all else failed, yet he 
resolved to make a strong effort to force an early 
decision. At the same time he did not wish to go 
as far as launchinga 1-1 banzai against Tobruch 
except as an utter desperation measure. He also 
realized that however much he felt the time 
pressure, the Allied player felt it even more. The 
nature of the game gives the Germans the 
initiative and enables them to dictate Allied 
moves to a certain extedt. Thus the Allies can 
only hope to achieve a quick victory by reacting 
to an opening left by the Germans. Only very 
rarely can the Allies make their own breaks. 
Considering these two factors, the Germans 
concluded that if they gave the Allies any hope 
of quick success they would be inclined to take 
it. For this reason his first move was slightly 
different than usual. The Italians surrounded 
Bengazi as always, but Rommel, 21 15,  211 104, 
and the supply moved to K14, while 21 13 moved 
to N19. 

The Allies now had the problem of deciding 
whether or not to go after the German supply. 
Capturing it could prove very helpful if another 
supply or two were lost at sea early. The German 
attack would be crippled. More importaw, if 
the next two supply units were sunk, an 11% 
chance, the game would be over immediately. 
Of course it was likely that both attacking units 

, 

would have difficulty getting back to the Allied 
lines. To do nothing at this time would be to 
concede all the iniative to the Germans. To take 
action now would seriously weaken the early 
defense. Still it seemed likely that this was the 
k t  opportunity the Allies would have. Accor- 
dingly the first Allied move was 9AI20 J19,7/ 31 
mtr. 514,213 J14,22 Gds. G18, all others at sea. 
The armor captured the supply while the 
infantry was retreated to I12 after a 1-5 soak-off. 

The German player was elated at the AUies' 
move, though the result of the soak-off was a 
disappointment. It made the task of surroun- 
ding the armor more difficult. Nevertheless he 
felt certain that he could prevent them from 
escaping, and without these two strong units the 
Tobruch defenm should faU much earlier, and 
with fewer casualties, than usual. Losing one 
supply unit for the opportunity to isolate these 
units was certainly worth the gamble, providing 
that he received supplies on the next few turns. 
This was the risk he had taken in order to 
shorten the campaign. The German April 11 
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move was Rommel-E6, 21 1 5-G15, 211 104- 
K18, 21 13-N20, Ariete-H16, Trenta-G3, 
Bresica-48, Pavia-D 12, Bologna-13, 
supply-13. 

The first part of the German gamble paid off, 
as they received a supply. The Germans decided 
that the escarpment positions were more impor- 
tant than isolation of the Allies in their rear. 
Accordingly the 21st division moved to takethe 
heights, while the Italians blocked the coast 
road. 

The Allies decided to continue their 
aggressive play. Rather than trying to escape to 
the south or heading toward Tripoli to disrupt 
supply lines, they headed toward the surprised 
Germans and isolated their armor. Positions 
were: 4115-M21, 4117-118, 41111-D14, 
Pollcarp-D16, 7A/2-F16, 9A120-J 19, 
7/31mtr-F13, 213-115, 22gds-F17. 

Many German players might have pmickd 
at this point, but after rolling for, and receiving 
his May I supply, thkplayer felt confident. With 
no supply- worries and the arrival of the 
Fifteenth division he knew that he would shortly 
be able to bring great pressure to bear on the- 
Allied line. Meanwhile, his May Lmove put the 
Allies in analmost hopeless position. Arkte and 
2115 switched positions to give the latter more 
mobility, 211 104 moved to 517 to prevent 21 3 
from covering the gap in the escarpment, 2113 
moved to L19 to cover the fink. Bresica moved 
to H I 3  and 15/33 to K15,isolating2/3. Therest 
of ihe Fifteenth arrived at 512 while Trenta and 
Pavia were stationed at Dl2  and Bologna at 
C11. 

The Allies were in a dilemma. A counterat- 
tack on 21 1 104 stood Gttle chance of success. An 
unsuccessful attack would enable the Germans 
to take Tobruch immediately. On the other 
&and, they lacked sufficient manpower to-form I 

MAY I: The Germen mow puts the Allied plover on the horns of 
n dilemma onaurlng his sventual defeat unlnr he WIM a 
low-od& ansck on the ZIHC-4. Note that the German muld have 
plscnd &lmna m X end ancircled the British 7131 MoMr as well 
but he mractly o w  for the mare agsrearive mwe, reslizing that 
hsmuldn't afford to serve the 7131 Motor into sUblSlOn. 

APRIL II:  Fats is klnd m b h  players; ellowlng the British 7131 with wrprlslng moves: the Gsrrnan Tworing h e  bypenaed British 
Motor unit to areaps the msk-off unaeethod and pmvidinm the unla to mke up posit ionsonths~rpmenmend ths Alliedplswr 
Germen daysr wlm his recond S u p l y  untt. Both players repond surrounding tho hsevy Axis armor with tho- fame byBarsed unlt6l 

much of a defense. After deliberating, they In the final analysis neither side played 
decided that even a successful attack would poorly, but it is unlikely that either side would 
leave the victorius troops exposed and put three have taken some of the risks they did, had they 
factors' each on G18, I19 and J19, and one on been given unlimited time. They both felt that 
K20. such play was advantageous in this case. 

On May I1 the Germans wiped out I19 with a 
4-1 and formd a retreat from J19 with a 3-1 
while both units in the rear were surrounded. 
The Germans had accomplishd their goal. 
With only 7 factors left for the Allied defenseon 
June I the Germans were able to surround 
Tobruch and start down the road to Alexandria 
before the Allies couid set up a defense at the 
K34 pass. The game was not over of course, but 
the German position gave them a tremendous 
advantage, one which should provide a win 
before 1942. 

The Allies had played the game exactly as the 
Germans had hoped they would. The Allied 
April 1. move was actually a fairly good risk for 
the Allies. Anytime the Germans are left withno 
supplies they are in a precarious position, and 
they might have been a bit too generous in 
offering it on the first turn. If they had not 
received supplies on each subsequent turn, they 
might have had difficulty mounting the attack 
on May 11-June I, not to mention the 11% 
chance of losing the game immediately. It was 
the April I1 move which really undid the Allies, 
and it was just such a move that the Germans 
had gambled that the time factor would pressure 
the Allies into making. The British armor would 
have been much better off running south with 
the infantry either following it or heading 
toward Tripoii. The armor might have escaped, 
or at least diverted heavy German units to the 
south to trap it, while the infantry would have 
disrupted supply lines or tied up the Italians. 
Instead they tried, to isolate the German armor, 
an almost hopeless task kcause of the Fifteenth 
division, but it was one last try at a quick 
knockout, which served only to hasten the end 
for the Allies. 

To what extent this type of play is advan- 
tageous in other games depends on how muchit 
alters the chances of eventual victory. If the 
chance at a quick win seems to worsen the 
overall chances slightly, as both the Afrika 
Korps players felt, then this chance should 
probably be taken in a tournament game. 
Obviously this should end the debate about 
whether to defend the beaches or form a river 
defense line in D-Day. The former gives a 
chance at a quick tournament win, the latter 
gives all the initiative to the Allies. Whether the 
Prussians should attack early in Waterloo is a 
more difficult question. Such policy usually 
proves disastrous for the Prussians. On the 
other hand it might catch the French off guard. 
If several Frenchavalry units can beeliminated 
the French will be hard-pressed to find unitsfor 
soak-offs. The likelihood of success depends on 
the individual game. 

Of course there q e  many other games where 
play may be affected by time pressures. The 
Afrika Korps game was merely meant to il- 
lustrate in what specific ways these pressures 
can have an effect. The Walerloo and D-Day 
examples were merely two of the more obvious 
examples of how these pressures apply to most 
games. To what extent they affecttheindividual 
gamer is, of course, his decision. I am merely 
asking that a player, when participating in a 
tournament, or any mail game, recognize that 
these pressures exist and may have an effect on 
the play of his opponent if not himself, and that 
he should consider this effect and take full 
advantage of it when playing. 

@ 
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~ o b e r t  Harmon is present in^ another in the 

werending series of moderated PANZERBLITZ 
variants to  appear in the GENERAL. However, 
PANZERNACHT is one with a definitely new 
twist: it simula?as night warfare - not just the 
Yog of wm' and offer3 PANZERBLITE fanatics a 
:hance to really be in the dark 

Mr. H m o n  received considerable kelp in the 
development of the system. Chief among ?he 
:on?ributors was CPT C. W. Kfllehw who origi- 
nated the concept and added his combat training 
and experience. Also, deserving literary kudos are 
femrs. P. Idiarb, W. McNeuI, m d  Andrew TegZ. 

~ a s l  but not least in the credits dept. is Tom 
Oleson whose 'SITUATION 13" which appeared 
in Voi. 8, No. I and 2 of the GENERAL 
originated the "unit-vaiue" system utfIizllzed In th& 
article and which stil! serves as the bible for 
enthusiasts who devise new PANZERBLITZ 
situations. 

L SETUP AND PROCEDURE 

PANZERNACHT requires three playen: the 
two opposing players, and a moderator. Addi- 
tional players can play on either side as desired. 

The game is set up as follows. Each player sits 
opposite the other, each with a complete game 
board. The two boards are separated by a screen. 
The moderator sits so he can see both boards. 
Once the game is started, neither player can me 
the other board. NOTE: PANZERNACHT 
requires TWO PANZERBLITZ games. 

Movement is as specified in PANZERBLITZ 
rules, with these additions: 

- Each player, on his move, fires his units 
ONE AT A TIME, watched by the moderator. 
The player then moves his pieces ONE PIECE AT 
A TIME, for ONE HEX AT A TIME, watched by 
the moderator. 

- The moderator is to STOP a moving unit 
when it enters an eneiny-held hex. The moving 
unit is moved to the adjoining hex from which it 
tried to enter the enemy hex. That piece's move 

I is ended. 

- If the enemy-held hex is in open or hilltop 
terrain (as per PANZERBLITZ over-run rules), 
the player can ask the moderator if an over-run 
can be executed. If the moderator sees that there 

are no obstacles in the hex and no enemy units 
behind (directly on the other side) that hex, the 
moderator can say yes. 
- All fire and all movement is irrevocable; 

once done, no action can be taken back. This 
applies to each hex of movement. 

No unit can see outside its own hex unless 
"daylight" conditions are created by artificial 
means. Line-of-sight is only considered when the 
target is visible. 

Units can create illumination as follows: 

- SPA units, 120mm mortars: a 19-hex area 
consisting of the hex of impact and an area 2 
hexes in every direction. 
- Slmm, 82mm mortars: a 7-hex area con- 

sisting of the hex of impact and an area I hex in 
every direction. 
- a l l  other units: 1 adjoining hex. 
A mortar or SPA unit firing illumination does 

xl instead of its normal fne or movement 
capabilities. Other units can h e *  md move or 
shoot. 

Illumination can be fired before other 
shooting, and can be used to illuminate that 
turn's targets. Units revealed by i l lminat ion can 
be fired on t h t  some turn. 

Illumination can be fired at any hex within the 
firing-unit's range, regardless of LOS (unit fires 
using map coordinates). 

Illumination does not automatioally reveal 
units in town or woods hexes (as pw PANZER- 
BLITZ Spotting Rules). 

Illumination lasts only during the player's half 
of the turn. 

The enemy is to be told the location and 
extent of each illumination, and any friendly 
units revealed by it, as well as his own. 

Wreck counters pamanently illuminate the hex 
they are in. 

LV. NOISE 

A player is to be told (by the moderator) of 
all gunfire, vehicular noise (only arrnored cars are 
silent), and land-mine or internal explosions 
caused by enemy units, and their general location 
(within 20 hexes) indicated. 

V. FREE FIRE 
At any time during the firing portion of his 

move, a player may elect to engage in FREE 
FIRE. Basically, he can fire into any hex within 
range and not obscured by standard lineof-sight 
considerations (as in normal PANZERBLITZ). He 
does not have to have seen enemy units there; all 
he needa is to suspect them. 

Only B, M, or I units can engage in FREE 
FIRE. 

Armored (does not include half-tracks) targets 
in a FreeFire zone are IMMUNE to Free-Fire. 
Units riding on n o r e d  vehicles ARE NOT. 

Armored units can only be fired on by a 
player if they are SEEN (illuminated). 

Moderator does not announce any targets 
caught by FREE FIRE; he merely declares odds 
and announces result. (Dead, dispersed, or unhit 
ONLY - casualties are never revealed. Moderator 
CAN announce secondary explosions or fm.) 

Odds and terrain effects in FREE FIRE are the 
same as in a normal attack. 

VL ORDERS OF BATTLE 

PANZERNACHT can be played with standard 
PANZER BLITZ scenarios. 

If players elect to use self-made OBs, they are 
to organize their forces as follows: 
- each player is limited to a total of 1150 

points, as indicated by the point-value charts. 
- n o  less than 825 of these points must be 

made up of the Battalion, Regiment, and Bngade 
level units lirted. The extra 325 points can come 
out of the smaller units in any configuration the 
players desire. Unit and counter organization 
within these restrictions is up to the players. 

Under this system, the game lasts I I turns. 
Objective of each side is to have the most 
number of units at the end of the game. Board 
configuration can be decided by mutual agree- 
ment. Either, both, or neither side can start on 
board, depending on players' desires; if both sides 
start on the board, it is suggested that Route 61 
be used as a FEBA, with opposing players facing 
north and south; or, the center board can swve as 
an initial "DMZ" with each player on the eastern 
and western boards. 

*illumination flares 
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A BEGINNER'S PRIRa3ER 

[XI THE PRINCIPLES OF WARGAMING 

by Alan Augenbraun 

THE GENERAL 

i Alan Augenbraun, an OM hand on the wargame 
I scene, has provided us with a nuts and bolts 
I approach to strategy and tactics as they are 
i presented on a gamebonrd. Of Rttle interest lo 
1 the experienced gamer, Akn's article couM be an 
1 .  mvuiu11BIe add to those of you newly initiated to 
i the art. His tmnslation of militaly jargon into 

wbk gameboard talk could provide the initial 
lemon thnt will eventually result in the evolution 
of another top-notch player. 

PART I: SRATEC*Y 

The martial arts of strategy and tactics were 
j conceived, not for the benefit of us "armchair 

commanders" and our wargames, but for the 

I desperate clashes of real armies and naval, fleets. 
Despite this unassailable truth, there are many 
wargarners who have attempted to apply the 
"letter of the law" of military science to our own 

I battle simulations. In various wargaming maga- 
zinw, they have written articles which quoted 
from U.S. Army field manuals, officers' training 
school lectures, and the standard military clasaics 
from Clausewitz to Liddell-Hart. However, the 
majority of these articles simply Hsted varioua 
principles and axioms; they made very little or no 
effort to apply these principles to wargaming. 

Notwithstanding the authors' claims that the 
, principles set forth in their articles were vital to 

victory on the bdtleboard, it seems inane to 
simply assert that all rules of real combat can be 
applied to games where reality is just barely 

. reptesented. What is needed is a suitable set of 
broad principles which are indeed drawn from 
military science but which are also lucidly applied 
to wargaming. I t  is not enough to quote impres- 
sive military jargon and te~minology. Each term 
and concept used must be defined, explained and 
applied to wargaming, and that is exactly the 
intent and purpose of this article. 

To begin with, it is rust necessary to under- 
stand the goal of any game, i.e., the victory 
conditions for either side. Keeping this goal in 
mind, you should decide whether an offensive or 
a defensive stance would best achieve victory for 
your side. Usually, if the victory conditions 
q u i r e  positive action such as the capture of one 
or mme geographical objectives or the elimination 
of enemy units, then an offensive stance will be 
required. If the victory conditions require nega- 
tive adion such as the avoidance of an oppc- 
nent's victory, then the defensive stance of 
prevention and delay will be in order. 

Occasionally, there will be a game where the 
victory conditions require a combination of 
stances. In the early stages of such a game, one 
particular stance will be necessitated, but as the 
game progresses, the introduction of certain fac- 
tors into the game may alter the existing sihla- 

tion, causing a corresponding change in stance. 
STALIWGRAD is a good example of this type of 
game. At first, the Russian can only defend 
against the massive onslaught of the Axis armies. 
Later in the game, the circumstances change. 
With his depleted forces being rapidly rebuilt by 
an ever increasing replacement rate, the Russian 
can shift to an offensive stance against the now 
weakened German. 

Once a stance is decided upon, the next step is 
to formulate a strategy. Strategy is defined as the 
overall pian for achieving the goal set by the 
victory conditions. The strategy should be a very 
general outline of the steps to be taken on the 
way to victory, and its overriding purpose should 
be to defeat your opponent or force his surrender 
as soon as possible. If you destroy his ability or 
will to continue the fight, the game and victory 
are yours. To accomplish this purpose, your 
strategy must have two aims: ( I )  to threaten or 
attack your opponent's lines of communication 
between his forces at the front and his source of 
supply and reinforcement, and (2) to disrupt the 
coordinated activity of your opponent's, forces by 
cutting their lines of inter-communication. 

Implementing the strategy itself entails several 
things, the first of which is having a clear 
understanding of the objective you have set for 
yourself. You' must be fully aware of precisely 
what you intend to accomplish. Of course, simply 
knowing what you are after is not enough; you 
must also know how you are going to get it. 
Waging even a simulated battle without any plan 
Or system in mind is haphazard and dangerous, 
and it wilI prove disastrous to  your effort in 
short order. The objective, then, must be clearly 
established, and you must ensure that the steps in 
your strategic plan will lead to fulfillment of that 
objective. You should adhere as closely as pos- 
sible to your strategic plan until you either 
triumph or see that it defmitely will not succeed. 
In the latter case, you will have to reevaluate 
your strategy and arrive at a new plan. Although 
it isn't advisable to "change horses in mid- 
stream," that alternative is certainly preferable to 
sinking in the stream with the first - and now 
useless - horse! 

The second aspect of strategy implementation 
ia that you must always take full advantage of 
the forces available to you. Not even one combat 
factor should be wasted when it could be more 
profitably used elsewhere. This principle is known 
as economy of force. 

The third concept is mobility. You should 
always strive to have the various segments of 
your forces in contact with each other. It will 
often be necessary to shift units from one area to 
another on short notice, and this interforce 
mobility may prove vital and decisive. 

The last item in the realm of strategy is 
security. No matter what type of action you are 
planning or executing, it is essential that the 
flank and rear areas of your force be protected 
from attack or counterattack at all times. This 
would involve security not only against direct 
assaults on your units, but against strategic 
countermoves designed to isolate your forces. 
Considerable attention should be given to any- 
thing which might hinder the offensive's mornen- 
turn or debilitate a defense. Thus, such factors as 
replacement rates, arrival and position of rein- 
forcements air power, supply, amphibious and 
airborne operations, etc., must be weighed in 
terms of their possible effect on the chance of 
winning the game. Appropriate countermeasures 
should then be taken. 

Before concluding tR i  discussion of wamming 
strategy, I have two final cornmenfs to share with 
you. F i t ,  you may have noticed that a pro- 
portionately greater numbr  of "perfect plans" 
have been written for those sides which take the 
offensive in a wargame, e.g., the German sides in 
BATTLE OF THE BULGE and AFRIKA KORPS. 
This is due to the fact that it is usually easier to 
devise a strategy for an offensive stance than it is 
for a defensive one. In the offensive, possession 
of the initiative gives that player a degree of 
control o v e ~  the defending player's reaction. 
Advance plans can then be devised with relative 
ease. A look at AFRIKA KORPS, where the 
German side has the initiative, will illustrate this 
point. By executing gimple maneuvers through 
the desert, the German completely controls the 
British reaction and can even predict with accu- 
racy the new British positions for each coming 
turn. The British player, on the other hand, is 
completely at the mmcy of the German's whim. 
To some lesser extent, of courx, the defensive 
stance also engenders some control over an 
opponent's moves, but since the attacker usually 
h a  many options from which to choose, attempt- 
ing to cope with each can make long range 
defensive planning a difficult and complex. task. 

My mcond point - and this cannot be em- 
phasized enough - is that neither offensive nor 
defensive strategy should be minutely detailed. In 
the game of Chess, it would be considered 
foolhardy and suicidal to adhere to a pxe-formu- 
lated series of moves. Since just one move by the 
opposing player a n  "throw a wrench in the 
works," it would be futile to draw up such a 
plan. In wargaming, too, just one opposing move 
can blunt an offensive or irreparably pierce a 
defensive line. It follows then that an overly 
detailed 8tratea in a wargame is Iikewise a futile 
and wagted effort. 
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Every successful combat mission, both in 
reality and on the wargaming board, must entail 
two distinct stages: planning and operations. As 
discussed in the first part of this article, planning 
(or strategy) involves a knowledge of your goal 
and the devising of some scheme by which you 
will attain that goal. Once these are established, 
-you are ready to enter the operational stage of 
your wargaming mission, and that brings us to 
the realm of tactics. 

I - .  
L If we consider strategy as the end, tactics can' 

be regarded as the means. In other words, tactics i' involve the execution and realization of the steps 
- outlined in the strategic plan. 

Bascially, wargarners have four tactical options 
in two categories which are open to them for 
every unit and turn. In the category of offensive 
tactics, the options are the attack and the 
advance. In the category of defensive tactics, 
there are the hold and the retreat. Before moving 
each unit, you should consider which of these 
-four options would best serve your strategc 
purpose and, having made that decision, whether 
that particular option can indeed be carried Out. 

:THE ATTACK 

In general, the attack option involves the use 
of a superior force against a vulnerable point in 
the enemy line. Tactical attacks will fall into one 

'of these catagories: (1) the penetration, (2) the 
envelopment, (3) the turning movement, and (4) 
the pursuit. 

In the penetmtion, the object is to break the 
enemy's line at a ~ l e c t e d  weak point. This will 
enable you to reach the enemy's rear and 
th~saten him with encirclement. In such a case., a 

'wise opponent would do well to withdraw, and 
his line wilI consequently collapse. 

The envelopment also aims at threatening 
encirclement and cauaing a collapse of an enemy 
line, but it is done in a manner less direct than 
that of the penetration. In the envelopment, your 
forces would execute an "end run" around one 
or both of the enemy's flanks, which ire usually 
more vulnerable than the center of his l i e .  You 
avoid the heavy losses that sometimes accompany 
the frontal penetration, and you gdn the tactical 
advantage nonetheless. 

There is an inherent weakness in the envelop- 
ment tactic. While you concentrate on the enemy 
flanks, you are also weakening the center of your 
own line, thus inviting a possible penetration 
counterattack by your opponent. The solution to 
this is the turning movement, a k i d  of hybrid 
offspring of both the penetration and the en- 

- velopment. Again, the aim is to assault the 
enemy's flanks and threaten encirclement of his 
line, but in the turning movement, you also 

. deploy a holding force in front of the enemy. 
With counterattack unfeasible, your opponent, 
must fall back. 

The last category of attack is the pursuit. Here, 
by steadily exerting direct pressure against a 

, withdrawing enemy force or by continuing to 
threaten encirclement, you literally chase your 
oppo$$nzs-force as it retreats: 

Whatever attack is used, a careful analysis of 
the specific battle options should be undertaken 
You will have to decide which odds to urn to 
achieve the tactical objective you have set for 
yourself. 

THE ADVANCE 

When units move towards the enemy line, they 
are conducting an advance, and although it does 
not involve combat, the advance is nevertheless 
considered as an offensive in nature. 

No unit shouId advance merely for the sake of 
moving forward; an advance should be made 
either to seize territory necessary for the strategic 
goal or to deny your opponent any terrain which 
he mlght possibly employ to further his own 
aims. The advance also serves to threaten your 
opponent's forces with an attack pr with isola- 
tion. Whatever the case may be, you should bear 
in mind that advancing units should be secure. 

THE HOLD 

I t  is often necessary to gain time in the 
wargame. At such times, the hold is the tactic 
usually employed. The hold can be broken down 
into three types: ( I )  the crust defense., (2) the 
defense in depth, and (3) the mobile defense. 

The cmsa defense is a thin defensive line with 
little or no reserve units to support it. Is is used 
- in desperation - to guard rivers and mast 
lines, but it is extremely vulnerable to penetra- 
tions and flanking maneuvers 
The defense in depth is far superior to the 

crust defense for when sufficient manpow- is 
available, it provides not one but several defensive 
lines which must be penetrated by your oppo- 
nent. Consequently, breaching the defense in 
depth is far from an easy task. 

The mobile defense is like a crust defense, but 
it provides a reserve force of no meager propor- 
tions. When a penetration is made, the fleiTble 
reserve force can wunterattack when your opge  
nent's forces me least prepared to resist. 

THE BFTREAT 

When no other tactical option exists, you can 
always take consolation in the retreat. Here too 
you can do one of two things: (I)  run flat out 
for the nearest mver and attempt a reorganiza- 
tion of your forces, or (2) execute a deIaying 
action to gain time. The delaying action will 
consist of defenaive lines designed to temporarily 
hold off the enemy advance. When the attacker is 
poiszd to strike on his next turn, the units in a 
delaying action - unlike the defenders in a hold 
situation - will simply withdraw to a new line 
far enough from the enemy to prevent an attack 
but close enough to require his ~edeployment. 

This concludes my discussion of tactics and 
with it, my ideas on wargaming principles. Re- 
member that wargames are nothing more than 
combat simulations. As such, they are automatic 

.ally removed from most laws and theories which 
govern the battlefield. In this article, however, 
valid principles and applicable alternatives have 
been presented. These can be umd to varying 
degrees of finesse by all wargamms. It is my 
contention that the proper application of all of 
these principles will result in more and more 
victories and a greater enjoyment of wargaming. 

THE STATE OF T H E  A R T  1N 1974: 
DESlGN PHILOSOPHY I 

By Randall C. Reed 

DESIGN CREDITS: RICHTHOFEN'S WAR 
1776 and miscellaneous 'assists' I 

It was with chagrin that 1. read the first 
'reviews' of 1776 that appeared in a few 
professional, semi-professional, and amateur 
gaming magazines. To say the least, they were 
unique. For the first time, 'reviewers' were not 
even bothering to  take the shrink-wrap off a new 
game beforediscding it, but were going'straight 
t o  the horses mouth', as such, and printing 
reactions to first-prototype playtests. This 
seemed no more relevant than a Broadway 
theatre critic dropping by a playwright's apart- 
ment, listening while he recites the script t o  a 
new play, and on  the basis of that, writing a 
review that hits the street the day before the 
show opens. Moot though the point may now 
be, my first reaction was, "yellow journalism has 
arrived to  the gaming hobby." Dancing in my 
head were visions of future fan 'zine headlines 
reading, "I WAS ASSAULTED AT A NYC 
GAME ORGY!" or "NEW REGIONAL CLUB 
EXPOSED AS COMMIE FRONT! !", etc., etc. 
Was the hobby experiencing t h e v a n ~ r d  of the 
Era of the Tabloid? 

Probably not. What has arrived, however, is a 
certain amount of (now-fashionable) 'radical- 
chic' exposition to  gaming publications. In- 
creased sophistication has created a desire for 
more candid and critical editorial styles relative 
to new trends and products within the ho.bby. 
Years ago (well at least six or seven, anyway), 
reviews of then-rare new game releases con- 
sisted of monc-syllabic platitudes and little 
constructive analysis. "Its got a good beat and 
its easy to dmce to, I'll give ir a 95" could have 
passed just as well. Today, that is not the case. 
The gaming fraternity is vastly more 
knowledgeable and critical. Criticisms, for the 
most part, are more subtle and refined. From 
cover art to  type style, the game designer must 
consider every aspect of his product with an eye 
to  taste, credibility, and validity. 

This is quite unusual since, after all, we are 
only talking about parlor games . . . Are we? 
Simulation (war-, conflict, historical simula- 
tion, etc., etc.) games are like no other kind of 
games. In the realm of games they are to  other 
games what War and Peace is t o  the Classic 
Comic Books. Most of them have a firm 
foundation in historical reality. As with books, 
they have style, tempo, story line (historical 
situation), and structure. Good wargames are 
structured as are good novels, plays, or  films. 
They have a presentation (starting situation), 
antagonists and protagonists, character con- 
flicts, climax (game turning point) and an 
anticlimax. Yet they also include something 
books or  plays do not, - active participation, 
and modification by the players. Simulation 
games emerge as something much more than 
games. Perhaps they are a new literary form. 
Yes, literary. For what transpires in a wargame 
is fiction after the first move n o  matter how solid 
the historical-technological foundation. Just as 
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Rabblein Arms is a novel supported by in-depth 

I historical research, an historical simulation 
game ceases to  be a recitation of history as soon 
as the participants interact in the game system. 
Instead of passively observing the actions of the 
characters, the players, as characters, create 
their own actions. 

Every so  often, books are published in the 
genre of "What Would Have Happened Had the 
South Won the Civil War?", or "The Invasion 
Of England". These books attempt to pick up 
where history left off and create fictional 
chronicals based on historical probability and 
projection. Wargames do the same thing. Yet, 
what separates them from books is the element 
of player interaction. It is important t o  
emphasize that it is not one player, but two 
players at cross-purposes that create interac- 
tion. The quality of a game is often measured by 
the quality of this type of interaction. This is 
where designing becomes a deliberate process 
outside the realm of historical research. Here is 
where the sterile facts and figures take on 
dimension as the designer molds them to  his 
own purposes in creating a conflict situation. 
This area is also the heart of the largest 
philosophical argument in wargaming; 
playability versus historical realism. 

Games are historical fiction. Good games 
allow players to  apply their own personalities 
and prerogativesto the fiction they are creating. 
To accomplish this, good games allow players 
the opportunity to  reflect their own per- 
sonalities rather than repress them. Under this 
definition, the philosophy of good game design 
takes the players into consideration as tangible 
elements of the design. Obviously, t o  this 
designer, playability (and by corollary, the game 
player) is the most important consideration. 
T h e  opposing school of thought places the 
highest premium on maximizing the historical 
premise (and, by corollary, outcome) of agame. 
The historical realism/accuracy philosophy re- 
quires that players be reduced to  the status of 
'operators' pressing buttons or  pulling levers to 
make a complicated machine go through its 
motions. The smart player playing the side that 
historically was led by a stupid commander 
must be made stupid (handicapped) to  allow the 
historical model t o  work as it was designed. This 
may make a good history lesson, but it does not 
make for a good wargame. 

In truth, most of the 'white elephant' game 
designs published in the last few years come 
from the 'historical accuracy' school. This is not 
surprising since it is only by chance that a game 
designed from this viewpoint would have good 
playbalance, playability, and be interesting to  
both sides. They were not designed to be good 
games. They were designed to  be good historical 

lessons. The problem is. like any lesson, it can 
get pretty boring after the first few classes. After 
the lessons are learned, then what? 

Historical accuracy proponents point to 
games like KRIEGSPIEL, TACTlCS 11, and 
GUADALCANAL, t o  show the alternate out- 
comes under a 'playability' philosophy. 
'Playability', they maintain, means designing a 
game with only a cursory grounding in the 
history of the subject matter a game concerns. 
This is untrue. The difference in thetwo schools 
of thought lies in what is done to  the design 
AFTER the historical research has been com- 
pleted. It is a t  this point that games are 
DESIGNED. 'Historical accuracy' means the 
research information is transfered to  the game 
and the game must follow that path regardless 
of the fact that the value of player interaction 
may be reduced in order to fit more historical 
mechanisms in the game mechanics. 'Playabili- 
ty' designers attempt to  create games that allow 
players to  inject their own personalities and 
psychologies while still keeping intact the 
historical context and flavor of the conflict in an 
accurate  fashion. T h e  differences in  
methodology are ones of degree, for the most 
part, not in approach. 

The philosophy one enjoys seeingapplied to  a 
game is a matter of personal taste. To some, 
1914 is still the last name in hardcore wargam- 
ing. As of this writing, it looks as though the 

.pendulum is swinging back towards a 
preference for the 'classic' Avalon Hill-type 
game. Why? Perhaps because experiments in 
designing ultra-complex, rigid historical 
simulations were just that - experiments. The 
real attraction to wargamers, it seems, is still the 
mind-to-mind competition offered by historical 
GAMES designed for game players. 

Is this surprising in view of the aforemen- 
tioned sophistication of the present day game 
player? No, because this is not a case of 
technology taking a giant step backwards, but 
rather a case of technology being re-directed 
towards the critical, elements of game i n t e r a ~  
tion and game mechanics. Research has always 
been research. It has been a question of amount 
when comparing earlier games with presentday 
designs. The real innovations have been in game 
structure, format, and scope. The results should 
create products that are fast moving, exciting, 
and comprehensive. 

This is the design philosophy Avalon Hill has 
committed itself to and will continue to  strive 
towards. Painstaking historical research will be 
present in all AH games, but not at the price of 
sacrificing player interest and excitment. We 

will attempt to  build flexibility into games to  
give the game buyers durable, lasting products 
that d o  not play themselves out quickly. Avalon 
Hill games are and will be checked, tested, and 
double-checked to  guarantee the gamer receives 
a finished, polished product. We will never use 
paying customers as experimental subjects to 
test half-finished games. This we will d o  at our 
own expense. Finally, we will not play God with 
the wargaming fraternity. We will not pretend 
to  know all the answers. claim res~onsibilitvfor 
all game innovations, br produck all the con- 
structive criticism. Realizing that we live in a 
glass house, we will try to  maintain a sense of 
perspective. We will break our figurative backs 
to make EVERY A H  game as good as we can 
possibly make it. 

rhis essay opened with a whimsical knock at 
game reviewers; a dangerous exercise for a 
designer. At its heart, however, was a serious 
word of caution to  game reviewers and review- 
readers alike. A game may not be to  your 
personal taste and still be a valid, well-executed 
design. A few bad reviews won't hurt Avalon 
Hill, but wu ld  murder a few of the smaller, still 
struggling companies. The truth is, that 
anybody, but ANYBODY, can become a game 
reviewer by simply mailing a review to  one of the 
numerous artide-hungry gaming publications. 
'Filler copy', the bane of all periodicals, will 
always be in demand. When it is of such 
corrosive, inaccurate, irresponsible content as 
has appeared of late, it damages the hobby and 
speaks ill of any editor who would use it. Let this 
end with a call for responsible hobby reporting 
enough is enough. 

@ 
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Ftf my place week days after six. Week ends all 
day. 1776, Tourny; R-War Tourny: M-way Adv.; 
and Origins. Adult 35, Bachelor. Bradford S. 
Nelson, 2328 10th Ave., E. Apt. 105, Seattle, 

4374376. 
Are there no wargamers in North Houston. Will 
f t F  anyone in M-way, S-grad, Fr. 40, Jutland, 
Bismarck and W-loo. Peter Hollyer, 3731 fern- 
glade, Houston, TX 77068, 444-5912. 
Join Houston wargamers club. Meets every other 
Friday. Dan Matous, 9150 Gulf Freeway, 359, 
Houston, TX 77017, 946-5132. 
Need f t f  ooaonsnts in Houston area for AK. 

WA 98102. 
Novice Bulge, 8-krieg for pbm only. In Bulge I be . 
Germans and in  B-krieg me Blue. I'd also like to 
pbrn 7776, Campaign game. Tim Waddell, Allen 
Jcf., WV 25810. 
Opponents wanted for pbrn P-blitz, Jed Lee, 
211% N. Appleton St., Apt. B, Appleton, WI 4 
5491 1. 
Urah Pobida! Heed opponents within reasonable . . . 
distance. P-blitz, AK, S-grad. Most experienced in 
P blitz. U-0 ungebraucht 12 D's, postage paid. 
Michael Heck, Dehn's Rd., Bonduel, WI 54107, 
(71 51 758-8612. 
Pbrn opposition wanted in W-loo, Bulge, AK, 
P-blitz and Fr. 40. Have kits. Prefer opposition 
possessing kits also. Ftf above plus M-way, R-war, 
Outdoor Survival within 30 mile radius. Warren P. 
Brandt, Rt. 1, Box 343, Hwy. 59, Edgerton, WI , 
53534,8848094. 
I am a 14 year old novice and will play pbm 
P-blitz, also ftf K-spiel. Is there any wargamer in 
the Green Bay area? Jim Herzog, St. Jude, Green 
Bay, W I 54303, 494-8395. 
Avg, player adult age desires pbm most AH 
games. Will be in Madison area soon. Ftf games 
also. Wayne Wesenberg, Rt. 1, Little Suarnico, WI 
54141, 494-3878. 

NT! DO NOT R E T ~ R N  AS POSTCARDS 
- Y- 

i .  
Need ft f  opponents for P-blitz, Fr. 40, M-way, 
Bulge, Dday, L waffe, S-grad and AK. Of high '~ iraci ions  for use of the Reader's Response sEhool Wish to buy C-mnal, Ross Miltimore, he only wargamer in Utah. Pleasel Ftf/pbm pap: Route 1, Nekoosa, WI 54457, 886-4589. anyone! Budding milirary pnius high age. I .  cut out a11 sections separately. Do not leave Fff oppanenfl with ieamnable ability wanw Will smash any opposition in  pbm P-blitz, ftf 

K-spiet, L-waffe. Tad Tweblood, Box 44, B.S.R., 
two separate sections On the same piece play R-war, P-blia and Jutland. Also Rave and 

St. George, UT 84770, (801) 673-2077. 
paper. will play other AH titles. Paul Trandel, 2514 , 
2. Include all returned sections in one envelope Oregon St,, Racine, WI 53405, 637-1591, adult player desires pbm Opponents marked to the attention of the Editorial Dept. Good collqe desires opponents in the for P-blitz, AK  and others. John Garrett, 108 

Oak Forest, Rt. 2, Blacksburg, V 4  24.060, Whitewater, WI area. Will play most wargarnes 
552 8197. with any interested player. Will answer all letters. 

Experienced warpmer in early twenties moving Thomas M. Sobottke, 427 Lee Hall, Whifewa~er, 

to Hampton-Newport News area in early October. Wl 53790. (414) 472-3138. 

I'm looking for cornpetant f t f  opponents for Will pbrn P-blitz with good to  average opponent, ' 

most wargames. Robert .I. Beyma, 701 N. Hope any side. Prefer Russian. Am also interested in 

St., Harnpton, VA 23663, 723 8128. buying U-boat or Bismarck. Will take lowest bid. 

Good high school player. F t f  any AH game. Pbm Steve Driedger, 3 Leeds Ave., Winnipeg, Manl- 

, S-grad, Fr. 40. Also others if you have sheets. toba, Canada R3T-3x1. 
Live in Richmond area. David Fields, 2771 E. Pbm opponent wanted for B-krieg. Novice player. ' 

Brigstock, Midlothian, VA 231 13, 794-8152. Will take either side. I am lacking pbrn kit, but 

Good gamer (14) desires ftf for all AH, others, am willing to  pay for half of kit. Alex 
~ p .  P-blitz, R-war, Bulge. Can you crack F-40, MacPherson, Williarnstown, Box 2, Ont. Canada 
French defense? Spartan, ICW, contact me! KOC 2JO. 347 292 1. 
Michael Lwitin, 1321 Noble St., Norfolk, VA Adolf Hyrnas and James Stalin challenge all 
2351 8, 583-2456. comers to  pbrn P - b l i ~ .  Also ftf and pbp anything 

Pbrn opponents wanted for P-blitz. I prefer to  you can teach me. James Hymas, 250 Glen 
play the German player. Will accept all challeng Manor W., Toronto, Ontarlo, Canada M4E 2Y1, 

ers. Ronald L. Richards, P.O. Box 433, Norton, 699-221 9. 
VA 24273, (703) 679-2876. Adult pbm or ftf players wanted for 1914, 
Deutschland uber a[lesl The Panzers of "Death- S-grad. Any wargarners in Nova Scotia? Mike 
shaad" Brigade will divide conquer, Phone pbm Hertz, Law Faculty, Dal House University, 
"P-blitz" Fr. 40, AK, R war. Anzio opponent Halifax, NS Canada. 

wanted. Need pbrn k i t  to  copy. David Heinze, 6 Wantd  f t f  opponents in  area. Have B-krieg, 

Emerson St., Richmond, VA 23223, (804) G-burg, R-war and L-waffe. Will learn others. Any 
737-8275. level. David Buness, Box 122, Canwoad, Saskat- 

~~~i~~ to play anyone f.,-~ or pbm at p-blifz, Continental European Wargamers contact me. chewan, S0.I OKO. 468-2080. 

w-way, R . ~ ~ ~ ,   if^^ 1 a nwice but can Would like to  get to  know all European war- Any garners in  Mid. East furope area? Will pbm 
learn quickly. wargame ,-tubs around? ~ i k ~  garners {possibilities: Con, Zine, pbmlftf club anyone anywhere in  P-blitz. B-krieg and W-loo. 
chrjm, 14020 26th N.E., seattie, WA 98125, etcl. Walter Luc Haas, Ach. Bischoff-Str. 6, 4053 David Schapiro, P.0. Box 103 Shavei-Zion, Israel, 1 EMb7072. Basel, Swiaerland. (04) 921 196. 
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watching a horror $tow as the Rappehan 
is  m a  of a sieve than a barrier. Play bsl 
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movement via m i l l e a r t h  
I d m b a  wherein plepe 
aw large, flat surfme- NO 

mCh; playam mweuer ard 
Inlsweg with m m m  and 



PARTICIPANTS: JAPANESE: Mick Uhl 
AMERICANS: Donald Greenwood 
COMMEMTATOR: Harold Totten 

MOVE: meet to CAB be out of his range and close to the edge when 
AMERICAN COMMENTS: I am attempting to ~ ~ ~ N ~ : ~ e ~ ~ ~ t ~ A 4 ,  

reinforcements arrive. I'll search in F again, 

blanket the entrance to the board. By searching repeating call F5 in case he moves into an already 

the north half of the board f h t  and the rniddIe Ah - my search has found him doubling back called area. He must stay fairly centralized to 

sector (row 4 5 )  on the turn I can into the area I searched last turn. His infiltration ensure hitting all areas of the eastern edge on the 
that he dmsn7t doubleback on me tactics are much the same as my own, which fmt day So I have outlawed the possibility of an 

undetected into the searched area. T-US, if not leads me to think that perhaps my doubling back extreme northern or southern penetration. 

found he is in he SE corner of the board, I k t o  a searched area is not a wise move after all. 
M O W  Fleet to MB 

have moved less than my maximum so that his JAPANESE COMMENTS: SEARCH% PI, ~ 4 ,  ~3 

first search will be fruitless. SIGWINGS: Enemy Fleet in F4D 
MOVE: Fleet to A41 

MOVE: n e a t  to H4A 
1300 June 3 

SEARCHES: lk ZR 3 ~ .  4~ He found me on his first search of the 2nd A M ~ C A N  COMMENTS: curses - rve been 
OPERAnONS: Ready AC turn. I had he'd try 4-7B but he guegsed sighted. I knew I should have retreated to G but 
JAPANESE COMMENTS: The best system of my Strategy+ too far away do 1 hated to give up the chance of a first day raid. 

evasion is to analyze the best method of mu* with the information though- All chance of that is gone now. I must attempt 
American search. For the Americans to have the 0900 June 3 to hit without getting hit back. I will remaneuver 
best chance of finding me on turn 2, they must COMIYIENTS: I am assured of for an attack tomorrow while trying to shadow 
call 4 consecutive areas from top to bottom, thus him this turn but am too far away to 

his main fleet until the new groups come on. No 
allowing the Japanese 8 areas maximum on their launch a strike as we have agreed to outIaw doubt I'll find his fleet when the Mikuma force 
second turn. T h i s  results in a 50% chance of kamhze attacks, I assume he,ll make for B4 or enters. I am switching the bombers from Midway 
discovery On the second turn' Any method Other BSE to set me up for a shaking maneuver at to the Enterprise to increase my striking power. 

Hopefully, I'll catch him without CAP. My plan than this likelihood Of 1100 so he can double back to mret the Mkurna 
now to lose myself - pick him up on the search success. I think the best defense against a cruiser force at 1500. 

contiguous search of this nature is to come on in morrow - make him nervous while I keep him 
either 3 or SA. 4A is likely to be searched M O V k  Fleet toF4F under surveiIhnce and then attack with a good 
regrdless of whether the American makes - a  ::,",",%: 22; chance of escape. As for Fmding him - he has 
northern or southern sweep. This gives me 6 areas everything to lose by advancing. I don't think 
to reach on turn 2 and the American 8 areas to JAPANESE COMMENTS: My searches will be he'll take that risk so I'll search the r e w a r d  
search. Starting in the corners makes a group too aimed at one area behind the area he can reach at areas. If I don't fmd him he should be in 7A or 
easy to track once spotted. Fortunately, my maximum movement until 1700 when 1 will B. If in C - so much the better - further away 
opponent searched the northern half of the concentrate on C. This is to determine if he tries from his arriving cruisers, but I think he's too 
board. I thought he might as that was his pattern to evade my search by slowing down. I'll call C good a player to give me a ahot at his carriers on 
in the earlier Rephy game played in Vol. 10, No, but not this turn, for to stay out of F now wi4 the first day if it can be avoided. 
2. Wargamers are creatures of habit too and this force him to forfeit 3 zones of movement which Move: neat to F3G 
formed the basis for my educated guess. I also guarantees my not being attacked today. SEARCH: B5. B6. AS. ~6 

think it is important for the Japanese to stay 
near the eastern edge to consolidate their forces. 
I am at my weakest on the first day. Joining 
battle now would be a mistake - a tragic one if 
the Americans get the first raid. I must await 
further aircraft cover in the form of the Mikuma 
group, and try to avoid a,-US attack before 
nightfall. If Don tries to hit me before night, the 
American fleet must be in C which will give me a 
50%. chance of finding him that turn and Iaunch- 
ing a retaliatory raid. Even if I shouId find the 
Americana before nightfall I won't risk getting 
close enough to attack until I have consolidated 
my forces. My strategy then will be to stall at the 
edge of the board and await reinforoements 
before moving on Midway under cover of 
darkness. 

MOVE: Fleet w A5F 
OPERATlONS: Rendy AC 

0700 June 3 
AMERICAN COMMENTS: I am moving down 

the center of the board in hopes that my 
opponent will ignore the obvious and search the 
northern or southern approaches first. I will then 
slip into the area he has just searched. 

MOVE: Fleet to R5E 
SEAWHES: F5, F6, F7 

1100 June 3 
AMERICAN COMMENTS My opponent search- 

ed 5-7F but I get the feeling he expects me to 
backtrack there. I'll continue on course hoping 
that he duplicates his search pattern. Then I will 
move into SF. My %arches are predicated on 
cutting off the northern half of the board. I 
doubt whether hell move into C yet as his 
searches cover enough area from where he is and 
to advanoe towards me without cruiser support 
would be foolhardy. Yet, if he moves back to A 
he won't be able to search F - so I'll concentrate 
my search on B. 

MOVE Fleet to F4D 
SEARCHER SB, 48,6B 
SIGHTINGS: Enemy fleet in BBB 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: I have 9 areas to 
move to. He can't afford to  lose me in C within 
striking range so he should call 46C. I think he'll 
avoid A as that can always be searched again 
when Mikuma comes on. I will stay in B which 
will give me the most options if found. I'II also 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: Now that I've found 
him I've got a 50% chance of keeping him in 
view. Now is the time for good second guessing 
Will he move into E knowing that I will probably 
call that area, or stay in F? I will stick to the 
obvious and search E. Rather than withdraw I 
will move into C so I can search F. Even if 
sighted, he can't do anything to me. He can't 
reach me from E3 or any F zone so a search of 
ES and E6 is a must. 

WOVE mmt to an 
SMRCHE% E5. U, E3 

- I 
1500 June 3: 

AMERICAN COMMENTS: My failure to sight 
him Iast turn dmsn't really disturb me. I'll lay 
odds on finding him in &7A with the Mikuma 
p u p .  Of course, if he has advanced and finds 
me, he could get in the first raid without 
retaliation which would be the game in a nut- 
shell. I don't think he'I1 take that gamble, though 
just to be sure I'U move out of his possible range. 
The trick now is to avoid being sighted. He 
probably f w e s  I moved into E3 last time so I 
should be able to  avoid his search and then start 
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based on securing the southern approaches to the 

C,. Mikuma group. Sooner or later, I'm sure he'll 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: I was sighted 
immediately last turn but was not attacked. He is 
either out of range or waiting for me to commit 
myself to a raid on Midway. 

1300 June 4 

AMERICAN COMMENTS: I'm probably p r e  
ing my luck too far. I should have attacked last 
turn but his northern change of course has 
brought him too close to me. It cuts my escape 
route by two areas. I must try to get further 
away before striking but I can't let this opportu- 
nity pass. If night falls before I strike 1'11 have let 
the game slip between my fingers. Luckily, he is 
afraid to rearm his planes. If he stays that timid 
and I find him 1'11 strike next turn from D2E. 

- 
combine the two forces. 

MOVE: Fleet to F3B 
SMWHES: 46 ,  SA, 6A, 7A 
SIGHTING$: 4 aujwrs in A4F 

MOVE: Fleet to B4E 
SEARCHES: D3, D4, DS 

My opponent has found me again. I think that 
he is trying to force me to commit my planes 
prematurely. Ha! It didn't work - neither of us 
wrote operations. He was bluffing. 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: Now that he's lost 
slght of my '3's he'll probably try to locate 
them by finding the Mikuma group and hoping I 
join forces so I will wait to rendezvous at night. 
By delaying his eastward penetration I can still 

.stay out of his striking range. I will repeat my 
 search in the central E area, leaving him in F 
where he can do no harm. 

MOVE: Reet to C2P 
SEARCHES: 3C. 4C 
SIGHTING: Enemy fleet in C4E 

0900 June 4 

AMERICAN COMMENTS: My opponent is no 
fool. He sent up no CAP last turn despite my 
faking a raid. We'll have to try his nerves some 
more. How long can he be observed without 
committing a CAP? Let's see how he reacts to 
being constantly under surveillance. I have 4 
more turns to maneuver for the kill and if he's 
not climbing up a wall by then I'll turn in my 
swizzle stick. 1700 may be too obvious a time 
for the strike though. If I can't get him to 
commit his CAP by 1300, I'll strike at 1500 from 
an E zone, hoping that he saves his CAP for dusk 
and trusting to luck to outguess him on the 
foltowing turn when he'll have 1 chance in 3 of 
finding me. 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: I might as well 
forget about avoiding him. That change in course 
already cost me 2 points for Midway. He can hit 
me at any time. I will head straight for Midway 
and ready my planes during the night. 9700 June 3 

AMERICAN COMMENTS: I am a bit worried 
now. If his carriers have advanced I am in a 
precarious position. An unreturned Jap raid at 
dusk would end the game here and now. How- 
ever, I still think he'll rendezvous with the 
cruisers and hence will track them. As for my 
move - I'm hoping he'll start to worry about the 
-possibility of a southern penetration and will 
&witch his searches there. 

MOlE Pleet to FZE 
SEARCHES: 3B, 4B, 5B, SA 

MOVE: Fleet to C4E 
SEARCHES: D3, D4, W5 

1500 June 4 
AMERICAN COMMENTS: M y  worst fears have 

been realized. He moved to the obvious C4E 
where I may not find him this turn. It is possible 
that he could move out of my range with a 
southern diagonal move, so I've had to alter 
course to H rather than E to insure the raid. He 
cannot strike back anyway because his planes are 
stilI unarmed. I think he believes 1'11, strike on the 
1700 turn so there's a chance he'll stay on C4E 
in hopes of shaking me next turn. 

MOVB: Fleet to CIC 
SEARCHES: C4, C5 
SIGHTING: Enemy neet In C4D 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: I can't avoid search 
indefinitely as he knows I must head for Midway. 
I have no idea where he is so my searches are 
random now, but I'll continue to search in 
central areas. Sneaking back into previously 
searched areas is a favorite trick of his. 

- JAPANESE COMMENTS: If the American lost 
me by moving to E3 two turns ago he can hit my 
task force only if he is in D4 or D5. 1'11 base my 
search on that assumption. MOW? Fleet to D2H 

SEARCHI!& D4, D5 
SIGHTING: Enemy Fleet in DSA 
OPERATIONS: All  bombers to D5A; Mdway fightns to Enterprise 
at DZH 

M O V E  CV Reel to A6F; CA Fleet to A4E 
SEARCHES: I)4, D5, Ed 

His fleet is too strong to do the kind of 
damage I would like. I want a heavy carrier to 
increase my fighter superiority but he's just too 
strong. He is forcing me to take the Atago rather 
than a carrier. As it is, I'll lose nearly all my 
valuable torpedo planes on anvil attacks to just 
get the A t q o  and Zuiho. I figure the Atago is 
worth 35 points though; 4 for the cruiser, 16 for 
holding Midway, and the 15 he won't get for 
taking Midway. The disadvantage, of course, is 
that he'll be tracking my fleet with no regard for 
Midway and a practically untouched air arm. My 
mission now is to get off the board, use my thin 
fighter edge to advantage, and hope he breaks up 

0500 June 4 
Still haven't found him but he's got me again. 

Writing operations once more - this time I think 
it's for real. After two failures to get me airborne 
he probably thinks I won't go up until 1700 and 
can hit me now with loaded decks. I'm putting 
up full CAP and sending the bombers to bomb a 
vacant zone to get them off the decks. 

AMERICAN COMMENTS: It has been a poor 
day. I must try again to seek without being 
found. Failure to attack today may cost me the 
game as the enemy is growing much stronger. I'll 
ignore the enemy camers and try to locate the 
Atago group, using the same tactics used yester- 
day to cut the board in half. Hopefully, the 
enemy is even more confused about my location 
than 1 am about his. During the night I steamed 
north hoping to skirt his air searches and come 
down behind him where I will track him until 
ready to strike. 

1100 June 4 

AMERICAN COMMENTS: The plan is working 
thus far. I've faked his fighters into the air on the 
wrong turn. What's more important; he's inform- 
ed me he is not rearming them for fear of an 

MOVE Fleet to DIE 
SEARCHES: 4A. 5A,6A, 7A 
SIGHTING: Combined enemy flmt in A4P 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: I've joined forces 
with all 3 groups during the night for optimum 
AA protection and will steam for Midway, 
searching in the D's because those are the only 
areas from where he can reach me. 

MOVE Cornblnod Fleet to A4F 
SMWHES: D3, D4. D5 

0700 June 4 

AMERICAN COMMENTS: As suspected the 
enemy has combined forces. I cannot slug it out 
with him now - he is too strong. I must shadow 
him until dusk, strike, and get away unobserved. 

'He should not be too hard to kack - Midway 
beckons him. I'll let him sail past me and 
maneuver behind him. 

impending attack. I must now maneuver to an E 
zone 5 squares from his fleet on the 1500 turn. 
I've got him now if I don't let him off the hook! 

his fleet for surface combat giving my surviving 
planes easy targets. 

BAmLE RESULTS: Tho Atago sinlia, a6 does the Z~iho with 
ha Eornplemsnt of 8 sqdk One hit each is msistared on the Sowu 
and Chjkurns, while the Myoko takes two. 14 torpedo q d s  and 6 
DB faams are lost in the attack. 

MOVB. Fleet to C2E 
SEARCHES: C5, C4, C3.33 
SIGHTING: Enemy fleet in B31 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: I still can't find him 
and he's had me in his sights for 5 turns. I think 
he is staying out of range on purpose to hit the 
Yamato force when it comes on while my main 
fleet is out of range at Midway. I'll search 
directly north this time to test out that theory. 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: He faked my planes 
into the air last turn so my carriers are stripped 
of fighter cover. I will not rearm my planes - it 
would give him too easy a shot at my carriers. I 
will alter course from Midway for a turn to try 
to Iwe him long enough to rearm my planes and 
move on to Midway. I must keep him under 15 
points for Midway. Darn! He found me again 
with his last search and I still haven't located 
him. Time to forget distant searches and play my 
hunches nearby where they'll do me some good if 
I get lucky. 

M O V E  meet to D5A 
SEARCHEX: B3, C3, D3 

1700 June 4 

AMERICAN COMMENTS: I am tempted to go 
hunting for the Yamato group which is due on 

MOVE: Fleet to C1F 
SEARCHES; 4B 

this turn but without torpedo planes I could do 
nothing against those battlewagons. The best I 

MOVE Fleet to B31 
SEARCHES: G3, G4, G5 
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could do is knock off the Hosho and Sendai - 

I 
hardly worth the risk. My mission is accom- 
plished - the transports are sunk - I will 
attempt to withdraw. If he finds me he can hit 
me twice before I get off the board. My slim 
fighter edge will have to protect me. 

I MOVE: Fleet to E2D 
'SURMES: 2A, 3A, D4,4A 
SICHTM~ BB fleet in A2F; CV fleet In ~ 4 f :  
OFER4TIONS: Rtadying aircraft 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: Losing the Atago 
was a mistake on my part. I honestly forgot 
abut  it's importance when I set up but it was 
either that or a heavy carrier with 21 squadrons. 
And every cloud has a silver lining. Now I can 
ignore Midway and concentrate on smashing his * 
fleet which will mean high casualty, but effective, 

1 wave and anvil attacks. Also, I must insure losing 
few other ships. He already has a 26 point lead. I 

: will try to consolidate my entire fleet and give 
F him as few easy targets as possible. With hls ' torpedo planes decimated he can't do much 

damage unless I split my force into small groups. 
1 

MOVE BB fleet to A2F: CV fleet to D4F 
SEARCHES: CZ, D2, E2 
SIGHTING: Enemy fleet An EZD 
OPERATIONS: Readylng all aircrah 

I - 

0500 June 5 
AMERICAN COMMENTS: I actually hope he , does attack this turn so I'll be free to leave the 

. board. 

;' MOVE meet to G2D 
? SEARCHES: EZ. FZ F3. F4 
1 OF'ERATlONS: F u U  CAP 

Have been sighted without locating the enemy. 
There is no excuse for an American being slghtd 
immediately foIlowing a night turn. I may have 
been too cocky. If he fakes my CAP into the air 
this turn without attacking I may be in for it. 
Nevertheless: Full CAP. 
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JAPANFSE COMMENTS: I have found him 

but due to concentrating on defense rather than 
offense, he is out of range. But at last I know 
where he is and he can't leave until I've attacked 
him this side of Midway. There is plenty of time 
to catch up and deliver a mortal blow. 

MOVE Combined flwt to C2D 
SEARCHER GI, GZ, G3 
SIGHTlNG: E n t w  fleet on G2D 

0700 June 5 

AMERICAN COMMENTS: The situalion is 
now extremely dangerous. He faked my CAP into 
the air last turn. I can only hope that he is out 
of range through some stroke of luck. I'II grasp at 
that chance and move northwest - increasing the 
range between us - but putting rnysdf in a 
corner. If he delays his sttike until he's 
right on top of me I could be annihilated. I 
regret my decision to leave the b o d  now. The 
proper strategy would have been to steam south 
or east to lase myself during the night and stay 
hidden on the board for the duration of the game 
- content with a 24-0 victory. But that's hind- 
sight. 

MOVE Float to GI1 
SEARCH: EL PZ, F3, F4 
OPERATLONS; RaadVing all a i r d t  

JAPANESE COMMENTS: I think he will stay 
where he is. Be can't leave the board until I 
attack him. Now it's his turn to sweat. Unfortu- 
nately I am still out of range and he is rereadying 
his planes ao faking his CAP up last turn did no 
good. 

MOVE: Fleet to CZI 
SEARCR F3, G3, G2 

0900 June 5 

AMERICAN COMMENTS: My Fghters are 
again armed for defense but I'm getting caught in 
a comer and can't leave the b o d .  He has 
outsmarted me apparently and will not take my 
bait. He has no intention of attacking me until he 
is virtually on top of me. If he is unable to 
reestablish contact this turn I'll doubleback into 
the board rather than be trapped agtgainst the 
edge. I fear a surface engagement but don't want 
to  search too close for fear of giving away my 
position. 

JAPAWSE COMMENTS: 
MOVE Fleet to D3B 
S B A ~ :  E2, F2, GZ 

1 100 June 5 

AMERICAN COMMENTS: Must try to get out 
of here - a chance surface engagement is becom- 
ing more and more likely. I'll try to "search" an 
escape route. Hopefully his failure to mght me is 
perplexing him also although he certainly has a 
better grasp of the picture than I do at this 
point. 1'11 move into his last seuch zone - we've 
been doubling up on our searches so much that 
he may not repeat this time. 

MOVE: Fleet to P X  , 

SEARCHPS: El ,  E2, I33 
SIGKIING: Enemy fleet In E3A 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: Have lost him again. 
I must reestablish contact white I still know his 
general vicinity. If he makes it to another night 
turn without my launching an attack, 1'11 have 
lost. 

MOVE Fleet tn E3A 
SEARCABS. P3, H3, I3 

1300 June 5 

AMERICAN COMMENTS: At last I know 
where he is - and all in one group - most 
convenient! I feel much better. He seems relue 
tant t o  break his force down into groups al- 
though my DB's can do nothing to his battle- 
ships. He seems to have lost me. There is a 
chance that I can slip by this turn. 

MOW? Flest to P lD  
SEARCHES: E2, I33 
SIGHTINGS: Enumy flMt tin E3C 
OPERAnONS: All bombas to E3C; all fghters CAP o w  fleet 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: I am trying to back 
him into a corner of the board before attacking. 
If he retreats too far west of Midway my attack 
on him will not free him to leave the board so I 
assume he i s  staying east of Midway and perhaps 
is growing apprehensive and trying to leave the 
area entirely. My searches will try to prevent 
that. 

MOVE Fleet to E X  
SEARCH- F1, F2. F3 
SIIXIING: Enemy n ~ t  in PID 
OPERATLONG: AU M t  to P 1D 

I've spotted him and farther from the edge 
than I had hoped. I must have been correct in 
assuming he wrts getting nervous waiting for me 
to hem him in in the NW corner and was trying 
to break out. I am attacking with full fighter 
escort as I'm sure he'll have full CAP over his 
fleet. I will go after aa many ships as I can, 
ignoring plane loam. By using anvil attacks for 
my torpedo planes and wave attacks for the 
divebombers I asure myself of crippling the 
American fleet. I may get as many as 7 ships. 
Unless he sinks more of my vessels in his 
counterraid I should recapture the lead this turn 
for good. 

MTTLE IIWULT6: ' h e  Jamme attack is unstopable but 
cosily. Yorktownr and .i%nt@pHse axe swamped without resigtanm. 
'Ih PenmmIa and N w t h m p h  also go down to a h e +  of 1-1 
a t t a c k  Tho H m t  bar& earnpea wlih 4 bite whne the Astorla 
took 2, and the A h f a  1. mth aides lose 5 f@htes w h h  tha 
Japanese h a  6 DB sqds a d  31 torpado fnctar~ Ths Am-, 
d i n g  they still haw a cmTJtI to go back to, are more 
c o m t i u e  with fheir plants; mnmntratlng on the prwloual~ lut 
Soryu. The m u  &!a and additional hits are nmted againgf the 
BJZKJW. K u ~ o ,  and Y m  at a cnst of 7 DB and tlw lagt 3 
torpedo-squad roo^ The Anwrican fighters return to the H d  
while tho bombsrs land at Midway, which in this game at lo&, 
will prow to lm an unxirhble airmafl carrier sod the American's 
a u h i r m .  

1500 June 5 
AMERICAN COMMENTS: I am trapped. If he 

rnwes north and ship searches he must find me. 
At this point my obligation to stay on board is 
over but if I head west he'll have two more 
cracks at me from the air and a chance at surface 
combat. me Hornet is bound to go down in the 
next raid and that will give him the lead. At 
present my lead is limited to the 8 points I got 
for Sowu last turn. At least his torpedo planas 
have been decimated. Hopefully, as long as I can 
keep the Hornet afloat and in range of Midway 
with the enemy in between I'll be able to take as 
heavy a toll of his ships as he'll be able to take 
of mine. At least they are preventing him from 
splintering into search groups. 

MOM: Fleet w PIE 
SEARCA: 2F 
SIGHTING: Enemy flea in F2H 
OPBwnoNS: Regdyhg airwaft 
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JAPANESE COMMENTS: I can guarantee

sighting him this turn by making a ship search
with my fleet. I'll be able to hit him again next
turn for sure, but it will be necessary to be more
conservative with my planes now that he has an 8
point lead. When I get the Hornet I'll be only 2
points ahead.

MOVE: Fleet to F2H

SEARCHES: EI, E2, FI, F2

SIGHTING: Enemy fleet in FIE

1700 June 5

AMERICAN COMMENTS: He has me cut off.
If I continue into the corner he can force me

into a surface engagement which I'll lose. If he
splits his force to ship search he is sure of finding
me this time but it is my only chance. I've
altered course to the southeast - hoping to at
least catch him moving the bulk of his force to
the NW. I don't expect to get away but I do
hope to put some distance between me and his
battleships. The Midway force can still shuttle
one more time before the Hornet sinks so I'll

have to try to sink some points this turn with
wave attacks if he finds me.

MOVE: Fleet to Ell

SEARCHES: G2, F2, E2
SIGHTING: CV fleet in G2G; Mutsu in E21; Yamato in F2H
OPERATIONS: Full CAP over fleet; bombers to G2G

JAPANESE COMMENTS: The question now is
whether I should split my fleet into splinters or
stay consolidated and risk losing him? I've opted
for sending my battleships out on scouting
missions. Without torpedo planes there's' little he
can do to them.

MOVE: CV fleet to G2G; Mutsu to E21; Yamato to F2H

SEARCHES: EI, FI, GI, E2, F2, G2
SIGHTING: Enemy fleet in E21
OPERATIONS: All aircraft to E2I

All my efforts against the Hornet came up
with a goose egg. I'm in trouble now. My next
raid will have only a 50% chance of success
whereas this one should have sunk the Hornet

with average luck. To make matters worse he
knocked off another cruiser and now leads by 11.
I must attempt a surface engagement without
losing any more ships to his divebombers which
are still strong.

BATTLE NOTES: The Japanese swann over the Hornet but
are unable to score a hit, losing their last torpedo planes and 6

more DB factors. The Americans, after seeing the Hornet survive,

elect to conserve their planes and concentrate their efforts on the

Suzuya - sinking her while losing 6 DB's. The bombers fly on to
the Hornet while her protective CAP makes for Midway.

Night June 5

AMERICAN COMMENTS: I can't believe it.

Terrific defense by the Hornet has kept me in the
game. Had I known the Hornet would survive I'd
have tried to damage the Mlltsll instead of going
after his main fleet. I now can conduct at least 1

more raid before the Hornet goes down and her
chances of escape are increasing as his air strength
declines. Moving to the east will soon take me
out of range of Midway's protective cover how
ever, so a straight eastward move is out of the
question as long as the Hornet stays afloat. The
spectre of surface combat looms very real now
and there is little I can do to avoid it. Without

torpedo planes his battleships are safe. The MlltSll
stands between me and a win. If I continue

eastward while he parallels me he will eventually
catch me in a corner again and, once out of range

•

of Midway, he can split his forces with impunity.
I will chance an encounter by moving southward.
If he goes to G, as I suspect, it will force him to
go south next turn and give me some breathing
room. If he should climb to A I'll have clear

sailing to the SE. It's worth the gamble - against
the Mutsu alone I can chance it. He'll have to

keep me on the battleboard for 3 turns before he
can sink anything if I maneuver correctly and I'll
have a good chance of getting off by then.

MOVE: Fieet to E2D

OPERATIONS: Readying aircraft

JAPANESE COMMENTS: Further dividing my
force for maximum night search. Dispatching the
Nagato to cover 2G. I am trying to force a battle
with Mutsu and Yamato but I imagine he'll stay
out of range - but eventually he'll get caught in
a corner.

MOVE: Yamato to E2F; Mutsu to E2A; Nagato to G2G; CV Fleet
to F2E

SEARCHES: E2, F2, G2

SIGHTING: Enemy fleet in E2D

OPERATIONS: Readying all aircraft

Night June 6

AMERICAN COMMENTS: It worked! He is

north of me in A, having passed in the night. I
should have clear sailing to the SE although I
must look out for the Yamato. But I think I've
broken free.

MOVE: D3B

JAPANESE COMMENTS: Can't let him get
away, separating light cruisers for ship duty in
the darkness. Nagato rejoins the fleet.

MOVE: Yamato to E2D; Mutsu to D2E; CV Fleet to F2E; Sendai

to Ell; Nagara to E3C
SEARCHES: D2, E2, E3, F2, EI

0500 June 6

AMERICAN COMMENTS: Still not out of the

fire. Judging from his ship searches he's right on
my heels with what appears to be the Yamato.
I'll wait for this turn's recon to give me the
overall picture before altering course.

MOVE: Fleet to C31

SEARCHES: D2, D3, D4, E4
SIGHTING: Mutsu in D2E

OPERATIONS: CAP over fleet; bombers to E3G

Have been sighted. My bombers can't strike at
Mutsu so I'll take a blind stab at E3G just to get
my bombers off the deck and safely on Midway.
Once the Hornet goes, I'd rather have my
bom bers than the fighters.

JAPANESE COMMENTS: Yamato and Nagara
rejoin the fleet in daylight to protect crippled
ships from air attack. I've found the enemy and
he has been unable to locate me. I'll try to fake
his CAP into the air and strike next turn.

MOVE: Yamato to E3C; Mutsu to D2F; CV Fleet to E3C; Sendai
moves off alone to the NW

SEARCHES: D3, C3
SIGHTING: Enemy fleet in C31

0700 June 6

AMERICAN COMMENTS: He has faked my

CAP up in the air. I figured it was coming but
had to use it while 1 had the chance. Regardless
of air superiority, his attack will involve a 1-2 on
the Hornet; he hasn't got enough planes for
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anything else. And if he misses this time he may
be able to manage only a 1-3 next time.

MOVE: Fieet to C4E

SEARCHES: D3, D4, E4, F4

OPERATIONS: Rereadying all planes.

NEUTRAL COMMENTARY:

THE CONCLUSION

0500 June 5: To the American: Stay on the
board and hidel The move west will keep him
from attacking you before you leave the board.

0700 June 5: The American realizes his mis

take, but now it's going to be tight, and his
inability to locate the Jap fleet make things
look worse than they are.

1100 June 5: The American gets another
chance to launch an unreturned attack but

declines, hoping to conceal his position. He
may regret it if the Japanese find him with the
carrier he might have sunk this time.

1300 June. 5: The Anvil attacks are very nasty.
I do not use these usually, as the play balance
swings heavily in favor of the Japanese player.
The American fleet formation is good but
perhaps not best in the light of the use of
anvil/wave attacks. My hesitancy to criticize
here is a personal weakness, as I have yet to do
any theoretical work in the tactics of anvil/
wave attacks.

The Japanese fleet formation is not too bad,
but with that many BB's you really have to be
bad to make major mistakes. I personally like
the "in,line" formation better, as I think the
American could not have gotten any CV's
attacking an in·line formation (that is, the CV's
lined up in the center, BB's concentrated on
both sides, the CA's on the periphery).

1700 June 5: The Hornet's survival is the key
to the game. The odds for this are 25 in 144,
or about 17% that the Hornet would survive.

The remainder of the game is an instruction in

"fog of war." The Japanese player looks a
little foolish, but only because of what the
American did. His wrong guesses will seal the
fate of the game.

Final comments: All in all, quite a good game
with lots of suspense. Both players exhibit a
good deal of strategic virtuosity, despite
tactical flaws. But then again, the tactical end
of the game is more a mechanical procedure
(and, as such, usually unexciting for most)
whereas the strategic end of the game demands
cleverness and innovative thinking. Always try
to come up with a new twist: players who
follow dogmatic strategy lose. In closing, I'd
like to congratulate both players on a well
fought, daring, and exciting game.

0500 June 6: The Japanese approach is all
wrong! He is behind - he cannot play defense
anymore. His air stre(1gth is too n)inimal to
cause any real damage. His only chance is to
force a surface engagement. The battleships
should be out providing additional searches and
looking for a chance engagement. The
American divebombers can do nothing to even
a solitary battleship.
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JAPANESE COMMENTS: This may be my last 
chance to  hit him. He can oulmn me to the 
south now and I won't have enough planes to  
stop him. I need to  sink both the Hornet and a 
cruiser but attacking both now would be fool- 
hardy - i t  wouldn't increase my odds any, but 
would cost me more planes. I'll have to concen- 
trate on t h e  Hornet this turn and try to pick off 
a cruiser next time. 

MOVE CV fleet to E3E: Yutsu w C3C 
SEARCHES: C3. C4, D3, D4 
SIGH'ITNG: Emmy Dwt In C4E 
OPERATIONI: All  planes to C4E 

BATTLE NO'N?S: The Japanem hit the Hornet with 16 DB 
fectorg e r r s t  the Amesicnn'b mnmntrated AA ffre; securing the 
needed hlt to sink hro on a 1-2 attack and losing 4 mote 
squadrons. 

0900 June 6 
AMERICAN COMMENTS: Curse it! Hornet 

gms down to a 1-2 attack. No bother - I'm 
home free now - he hasn't enough planes to  aink 
any more of my ships baning lucky 1-3's and I 
have no intention of getting into a surface 
combat. My fighten went in the drink Iast time, 
but no matter. 131 move to the SW now - my 
searchw show he has nothing in that area. 

JAPANESE COMMENTS: With the Hornet 
sunk, I can afford to break into search groups. 
He can't attack me as Iong as I stay 8 hexes from 
Midway, and even then I can put up enough CAP 
over the westward ships to  blunt his attacks. I 
thjnk he has sailed to the SE and will try to 
bottle him up in  that comer. 

At this point the American loses his pursuers 
for the Iost time - the Japanese having guessed 
wrong and vainly searching to the SE. me 
Americans steam back towards Midway and are 
never sighted again - content to escnpe with a 
narrow 37-36 win. 
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AVAIBN HILL PHILOSOPHY 
Continued from Pqe 2 

every Mail Order Division purchase you make for 
the rest of your lifel The booklet will include 
coupons good through 1979. I f  you are still 
utilizing the service you can apply for another 5 
year booklet at that time. The system is very 
easy t o  use. Once you get your membership you 
merely wait until the 1975 offering of Mail Order 
qames is made. You then order none, any or all 
of the new titles you want. By stapling your 
1975 coupon to  your order you can dduct 
$1.00 from the purchase price of each game 
ordered. If your membership hasn't fallen into 
disuse by 1979 you'll be able to renew it free of 
charge. To qualify for the Elite Club, your $50 
order must include at least 5 o f  the 7 new games 
and cannot include any game more than once. By 
grouping your orders into larger shipmen.ts in this 
manner, we can both realize a saving. This offer 
ends Dec. 31st, 1974. I f  you wish to  give this 
membership to someone as a gift, we'll send an 
appropriate announcement of the g i f t  as befits 
the occasion. NOTE: this offer is open only to  
GENERAL subscribers. I t  will not be made in 
our catalogue. Membership fees not accompanied 
by the application form on this iswe's RR page 
wil l  not be processed. We Rope you like this idea 
- i t  was the best way we could think of t o  show 
our gratitude t o  our best customers. 

Last isme's R R  tabulations were significant in 
that they dictated several procedural changes for 
the GENERAL. But first let's take a look at who 
d i d  t he  'voting. Teenagers and firsf-year 
subscribers predominated, forming 60% and 59% 
respectively o f  the rssponse. Whether this holds 
true for the circulation as a whole or just 
represents the more vocal portion of the reader- 
ship is an unanswered question. 16% were what 
we classified as college age (18-24). while 24% 
were 25 or older. Two and thres year subscribers 
formed 30% of  the respons, lsaving only 11% 
who have been with us for over 4 years. 

98% indicated they planned to renew their 
subscriptions while 96% approved o f  the Mail 
Order Division. Several people have said our place 
was m provide quality games - not quantity of 
titles as others have done and they hated to see 
us go that route. Well, we don't plan to  keep up 
this pace of 8 new titles per year but we do feel 

I we can still provide enough AH quality games t o  

i issue two new games per year for both the Mail 
Order and Retail Divisions. It was your feedback 
which prompted us to  go this route and i f  I response is good to the initial offering we'll t ry 

I w keep up both ends o f  the stick in  1975. On 
, the average, you indicated plans t o  purchase 3.25 
1 o f  the 7 new garnss - a healthy average i f  it 
' holds true. Approximately 20% indicated they 
I wanted 5 or more - which prompted us to  
j initiate the AH Elite Club to  help them out price 

wise. 52% planned to  use the new Mail Order 
service for games other than the Mail Order titles, 
although 62% indicated they'd still prefer to buy 
from an outlet i f  one was available t o  them. 56% 
favored the $1.00 shipping coupons over the 25c 
Discount coupons so they'll continue. H o m e r ,  
as w a  pointed out, you'll soon have more 
coupons than we have games so they'll be 
omitted mcasionally when the space can be 
better utilized. 

The subject o f  the Opponents Wanted page was 
a hot issue with quite a few people upset wer  
the coming changes. Many o f  you suggested that 

we simply add a second page, I t  is not that easy 
for wera l  reasons. First, it ruins the aesthetic 
layout of the magazine and for wary reader 
pleased by the extra want-ads thsre would be 
several unhappy about losing a gage for more 
"microscopic ads they don't read anyhow." 
Second, and more important, we simply can't 
afford it1 The Opponents Wanted page is the 
most expensive in the magazine. Typesetting is 
the major fixed expenss in producing the 
magazine and runs into the thousands of dollars 
for each issue. The Opponents Wanted page 
contain 5 timss ihe word count of a normal page. 
We are already spending our absolute l imit on the 
GENERAL and simply can't afford further 
expansion. If you don't believe it, try t o  find a 
comparable value for $5.00. 

In light of this, our only solution is to  pare 
down the number o f  ads to  manageable propor- 
tions in line with your votes on the matter. 62% 
agred ta ban all "For Sals" ads other than for 
Collector's Items. Furthermora, 73% were in 
favor of making the buyer or seller state exactly 
what he wants or is willing to pay. Therefore, no 
ads asking for high or low bids will be accepted, 
and waders will be spared writing to  a seller who 
only wanted to  see how high the bidding would 
go. 61% were for limiting the content of the ads 
to Avalon Hill games only, while 91% were in 
favor of limiting advertisements to  subscribsn 
only. To initiate this, we will not accept want-ads 
unless printed on the proper form from the 
preceding issue except on a spacewailable basis. 
No Xerox copies will be accepted. Finally, the 
contests were amply defended again with only 
37% in  favor of dropping them in issues where 
variant counters were required for the feature. 
Therefore, the contest will continue on a regular 
basis and the Opponents Wanted form will be 
done away wiih in those issues requiring the 
extra space. When this is done Opponents Wantsd 
forms from any earlier issue will be accepted for 
use in  the next issue. Thus, individuals will be 
ratrained from placing an ad in  every issue as a 
matter o f  course, rather than from any inherent 
need. A t  least one of the forms should be saved 
for use at a latter date should a need arise. One 
final note; many of you submit want-ads that 
defy interpretation by a handwriting analyst! Our 
typesetters, while quite mmpetent and well- 
intentiond, simply do not have the time to  
decipher your illegible handwriting. They are 
highly trained profsssionals used to  working from 
a typed, doublespaced manuscript. In the future 
they will have the authority t o  discard any ad 
which they consider illegible. Forwarnd is fair 
warning - be nest1 The Opponents Wanted page 
is a unique and valuable sewice which we gladly 
offer t o  the wargaming community but remember 
to use it wisely. Do this and the girls in 
Composition and youn truly, whom they no longer 
talk to, will be grateful. The cutbacks mentioned 
above have been implemented in this issue. So 
high was the overaga that we had t o  cut out over 
100 valid coHectorls item ads in order to  make 
room for the legitimate opponents wanted ads. 
We are holding thee for possible use at a later 
time. 

The voting for the bast articles in  Vol. 11, No. 
2 according t o  our 1200 point scoring systsm was 
as follows: 

Continued on Page 30 Column 3 
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Richthoff en's Potpourri 
BY Bisasky and Mark Saha 

THE BARON FLIES AGAIN 
Richthofen's War is a return to "my" kind of 

gaming. It's highly tactical to be sure, in line 
with the current trend. But gone at last are those 
abstract, mathematical "textbook" tactics that 
have characterized such recent efforts as France 
'40 and Panzerblirz. For, although the tactical 
capabilities of individual aircraft are repro- 
duced literally to a fault, there is no attempt in 
Rickthofen to qualify the "human" element; 
there are no-panic threshold" or "preservation" 
levels. Instead, the game represents a return to 
the qualities of character and judgement on the 
part of the individual player-the original AH 
philosophy of "now you make the decisions3'- 
as an essential and often decisive factor in a 
series of plane-to-plane and man-to-man 
dogf~ghts in the skies over France. The-result, 
especially in the multi-player Campaign Game, 
is quite frankly an "excitement threshold" that 
must be experienced to be believed, and defies 
comparison with any other wargame to date. 
The AH brochure promises " . . . players soon 
forget they command only one piece. They are 
too busy literally trying to stay alive in the hectic 
battle of men and machines which inevitably 
ensues . . .* and this bit of promo is no ex- 
aggeration! 

But Richthofen is also unique in other ways. 
This may sound strange, but if I had to compare 
itwith any other game I think I would choose(of 
all things) Diplomacy. Admittedly, there is little 
resemblence of subject or mechanics of play. 
But there are subtle similarities that may be of 
even greater consequence. Both games, at their 
best, are multi-player and probably take a whole 
day to complete. Moreover, I think there is a 
chance that Richthofen, like Diplomacy, just 
may manage to create its own nationwide and 
even worldwide "hardcore" devotees-fang>-@ 
and the works-willing to devote themselves 
exclusively to the play of this one game. 

What I'm saying is that Rickrhofen could 
prove itself independent of wargaming and 
capable of survival on its own merits. Model 
airplane buffs, professional pilots, hobbiests 
and historians-people of almost any 
background, not ordinarily "into" gaming-are 
perfectly capable of finding satisfaction here. In 
fact, the game might very well do better if there 
were no wargaming hobby: the one thing it has 
to buck is the current trend of buyingmany new 
game titles and reading and playing each only a 
few times before going on to the next. 
Richrhofen is clearly intended to be a hobby all 
its own, complete in and of itself, and wiil 
probably stand or fall on its attempt to do just 
that. 

Moreover, Rickthofen is different from 
Diplomacy or anything else around in that it's 
probably the most versatile and open-ended 
game ever put on the market. Literally. You can 
play a solitary "balloon busting" scenario in a 
few minutes, while waiting for friends to show 
up. You can play two- to four-man "dogfight" 
or "trench-strafing" scenarios in as little as 15 to 
30 minutes. If you're into aeronautical design, 
you can use the blank plane counters and ASP 
(Aircraft Status Pad) sheets to design 

hypothetical aircraft that "could" have been 
built with the technology and equipment of the 
period-and test them in battle against the 
equipment actually used. Finally, with as many 
or as few players as you wish, you can leap into 
the Campaign Game(s); here, experience will 
probably show, the greater the number of 
players the higher the excitement threshold- 
and also the longer the game. 

Tactics 

But let's get down to specifics. Suppose you're 
aGerman pilot going up alone in an Albatross 
D-111, against a Nieuport 17 escorting a recon 
plane across your lines. What sort of tactics do 
you use? Frankly, tactics will vary considerably 
according to the overall strategic situation. But 
two basic considerations always come first: (a) 
the performance characteristics of your own 
aircraft (good & bad), and (b) performance 
characteristics of your opponent's aircraft 
(good & bad). Good tactics against one aircraft 
may be bad tactics against another. 

Let's start with a comparison of the respective 
ASPS of the Nieu 17 and Alb/ d3 (Diagram A). 
Notice the Nieuport can outclimb the Albatross 
by 50 meters per turn, while the Albatross can 
exceed the Nieuport's dive by 100 meters per 
turn. Obviously, the Nieuport is going to prefer 
to fight at lower altitudes, so he can climb to 
escape if he gets into trouble-while the 
Albatross will lack sufficient altitude to escape 
by diving. The Albatross on the other hand, 
dearly prefers to engage at the highest altitude 
possible. So . . . who decides at what altitude 
they will engage? Probably the recon plane. If 
it's on a tactical bombing mission, it'll come in 
right *on the deck" with the Nieuport not much 
higher . . . the Albatross is forced to descend 
and fight on their terms. If the recon is on a 
photo mission, it must come in at an altitude of 
2,500 meters or more. This time, the Albatross is 
fighting on his terms. 

The ASP'S reveal two other immediate ad- 
vantages of the Albatross--a higher ac- 
cumulated damage capacity and greater am- 
munition supply than the Nieuport. The 
Nieuport must restrict his firing to times when. 
he has a very good sighting; the Albatross can 
afford to take a few "pot shots" and accumulate 
a bit more damage before turning back. 

The Sopwith Camel doesn't appear in the 
"Bloody April" Campaign Game, but a glance 

at its ASP (Diagram B) shows that it puts both 
these aircraft to shame. It can outclimb and 
outdive each, and it can ammula te  more 
damage. The Albatross still carries a few more 
rounds of ammunition, but he would not be 
pleasantly surprised to find the Sopwith in the 
same skies. 

Aircraft Status Pad 
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Still, let's suppose you're the German pilot 
and this should happen-how would you es- 
cape? You can't outdive your adversary and you 
can't outclimb him. Fortunately, the Maneuver 
Schedule of the respective ASP'S contains a ray 
of hope: the Camel easily outperforms the 
Albatross in right hand turns, but the Albatross 
is actually marginally superior in left hand 
turns. Obviously, you want to work your way 
off the board with as many left hand turns as 
possible (and if you need a right hand turn to get 
back behind your lines, you're out of luck)! 

These are only the rudiments, and from here 
tactics tend to merge into strategy, but the 
principle should be clear; tactics of any one 
encounter are dictated by the performance 
characteristics of both aircraft. 

Strategy 
Strategy throws everything that has been said 

so far to the winds. The judgement of the 
individual player-in multi-player games, the 
squadron commander-must now reign 
supreme. The needs of the "big picture" come 
first. The German player must keep his hard- 
pressed Jasta I1 Squadron operational for the 
diiratinn nf the "Rlondy Apri17'campaign, while 
the Allied player must see to it that tactical 
bombing and photo recon missions are carried 
out with fairly consistent success throughout the 
same period. Often, the German must abandon 
a "sure kill" at the last minute, because he simply 
cannot afford an additional accumulated 
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damage hit that would put him in the repair 

dramatically illustrated by a somewhat 
desperate maneuver I call "guts ballv-reckless 
and abominable as a tactic, it sometimes 
becomes the best strategic maneuver available. 
Situation: you are a Ione German ace in an  
Albatross, and two Nieuports are escorting a 
tactical bomber coming in "on the deck". Blood 
poison. But it's late in the game and you must 
make some sort of effort t o  break it up. You dive 
for the bomber and get off your first good 
shot-some damage, but not much. And the 
two Nieuports tumble down on  your tail. The 
first of them gets off a good shot-fortunately, 
again, no serious damage. Still, not a pleasant 
situation. 

"Guts ball" is called for here. The German 
pilot takes the Albatross straight forward the 
exact number of hexes required to  make a 
perfect 180" turn and return-and fires a t  his 
pursuer head-on at a range of one hex! If the 
Nieuport returns fire he runs the risk of jam- 
ming his guns-which evens up the situation 
very nicely. If he doesn't return fire, he may be 
shot down anyway. And the second Nieuport is 
very likely going to race past the Albatross, also 
unable to fire this turn! A nasty surprise. 

But notice, please, the fundamental con- 
ditions that turn a reckless tactic into a sound 
strategic maneuver: (a) you have negligible 
accumulated damage (b) it is still early in the 
mission, so  the Nieuports cannot afford to  
abandon the recon (c) but late in the game, and 
you're hard-pressed to  break up a mission. 

But this is a rather dramatic example, as I 
have said; the more usual strategic con- 
siderations are generally more subtle and re- 
quire even more judgement. How many planes 
do you have in the shop right now? How many 
missions has the enemy successfully completed? 
These considerations dictate how many chances 
your pilots are authorized to take, and whether 
they should go for the enemy escorts or  recons. 
Similarly, as the Allied player, you must 
evaluate how many missions have been 
successful, and whether or not you can afford 
further bomber losses; if not, you may have to  
scratch photo recon missions, and -restrict 
yourself to coming in "on the deck" on tactical 
bombing runs. 

Men & Machines 
Finally, this brings us back to  the so-called 

"human element" which remains the paramount 
feature of the game. The best of strategy and 
tactics will avail you nothing if your pilots are a 
bunch of h ~ t h e a d s  who forget everything in the 
heat of battle, throw caution and objectives to  
the winds, or  refuse for personal reasons to  
cooperate as a team. Of course, such problems 
hardly arise in a three-man Campaign Game, 
where each man commands a complete 
squadron and coordinates his planes. 

But the more players you have, the more 
realistic the game becomes . . . in some 
startlingly individualistic ways. Just one ob- 
vious example makes the point: if you command 
+an entire squadron as one player, you naturally 
try to credit as many "kills" as possible to any 
one "pilot" to create an ace. But if, on the other 
hand, you have many player] pilots under you, 
the fierce competition among them for "kills" 
makes this sort of game artifact impossible. 

Thus, I find the potential for "realism" in this 
game unlimited . . . j u s t  as I see its potential 
future unlimited, if it catches on as it should. It's 
definitely not agame for everybody. But I think 
it's a game everybody should try at least once. 

Practical Hints 
( I )  Obviously, it's wasteful and silly to use a new ASP 

sheet for every plane that taka off. Buy red and blue felt 
pens (for Germans & Allies) and carefully fill out three 
ASP sheets for each type of plane in the Campaign Game. 
Since three is the maximum number of planes you can 

have up, that's all you need: use blank counters to keep 
track of ammunition and accumulateddamage, and these 
sheets will last indefinitely. 

(2) The Campaign Game roster sheets can be purchased 
from Spartan International. Box 1017. Bellfloww. CA 
90706. Price. $1.00 or simply make your own prototype, 
with ruler and pencil, from the example in the Briefing 
Manual-and Xerox as needed. 

(3) Enjoyment of the game is vastly increased by 
additional outside reading. The best bargain is Purnell's 
The First W w  Planes; 64 large magazine paga in full 
color for $1.85. Write: Marshall Cavendish Distributors, 
6 Commercial Street, Hicbville, New York 11801. 

Narrative accounts are numerous, but a hard one to 
beat is 7hey Fought For The Sky. by Reynolds Price. 

DO-IT-YOURSELF RLCHTHOFEN 

In the Mission Briefing Manual which accom- 
panies RICHTHOFEN'S WAR the designer sug- 
gests that the wargamer do some biographical 
research on the aviators of the first World War. I t  
is further suggested that one can go beyond the 
playing of the senarios provided and, with little 
research, create one's own game situations. 
Taking this advice, and keeping within the frame- 
work and limitations of the rules, I began to take 
accounts of actual air battles and work them into 
(playable) scenarios. The end results are situations 
similar to the "Richthofen vs. Brown" scenario 
provided in the game (an interesting and challeng- 
ing scenario, but unfortunately the only one 
based on an actual historical, rather than hypothetk 
cal, air battle). 

I therefore offer to the more articulate students 
of RICHTHOFEN'S WAR the following two 
scenarios which, hopefully, will prove both 
challenging and enjoyable to the historically- 
minded wargarner. 

If at first the situations appear to be hopeless or 
unplayable for either side, remember; the whole 
idea behind wargaming is to attempt to change 
the actuaI outcome of history. Also keep in mind 
that what looks impossible in the game situation 
war done by men who flew only wood and 
canvas crates and made history doing it! 

As it is so often asked why a ,esigner makes 
certain rules, and you will no ,oubt question 

 some of the thing that I have dl .1c, 1'11 take this 
opportunity to offer some eupianations. First: 
playability was sacrificed ft r aistoricd accuracy 
in order to create more n i  a challenge to the 
more highly skilled warpmer. However, in 
keeping with the designers suggestion, I have 
imposed a three-planeper-side maximum even 
though there were more than this number taking 
part in the actual battle. Second: the incorpora- 

tion of the Double-Ace rule is made only to more 
accurately display the superior capabiIities of the 
pilots involved rather than to simply "even out" 
the sides. And lastly: no attempt has been made 
to change or add to the existing rules, although it 

i 
is strongly suggested that you use tournament I 
level ruIes. Optional rules such as Prevailing 
Winds, Deflection, etc. are left up to the 
individual playen. 

SCENARIO NO. 1 : 

VOSS vs. McCUDDEN I 
At the ripe old age of twenty, Leutnant Werner 
Voss survived "Bloody ApriI," was awarded the 
Pour le Merite, made Fuhrer of Jasta 10, and 
shot down 48 Allied aircraft. He never lived to be 
twenty-one. The protege of von Richthofen, it 
had been said that he possessed expertise as a 
pilot that s u r p m d  even that of the Rittmeister 
himself. He was truly one of the greatest aces of 
the first air war and certainly one of its legends. 

On September 23, 1917, Voss fought his hst air 
battle against Capt. (later Major) James T. B. 
McCudden and five other pilots of No. 56 
Squadron R,F.C. Against these six opponents 

I 
Voss put up a ten-minute fight that is still 
remembered now that Kaisers and Kings are dust. 
Boxed in and hopelessly outnumbered, he 
managed to at least put holes in a11 of them. 
According to the account of one of the pilots of 
No. 56 Squadron ". . .he seemed to be every- 
where at once, doing things with the machine 
that were beyond comprehension! When one of 
us would get behind him he would be thrown off 
immediately, unable to match the dazzling move- 
ments of the Triplane." But even the lightning- 
like maneuvers and deadly marksmanship of the ( 
great Voss himself were not enough to save him. 
The final credit for downing Voss went to Lt. A. 
P. F. Rhys-Davids. 

GERMAN PLAYER: ALLIED PLAYER: 
Aircraft: one Fokker dr/ I ,  Voss Aircraft: three SE 5la 
(designate Double-ace) (designate one ace- 

McCudden) 
StartingPosition: KK3.5 Flying StartingPosition: East 
Southeast at 1500m. edge of mapboard, south 

of row J at 2000m. 
Turn Order: German player mwes flrst. 
VIIXORY CONDITIONS: 
GERMAN: Down one enemy aircraft and escape off south 

edge of mapboard or succesPfuIly force landon 
awn side of mapboard. 

ALLIED: Down Voss without losing a pilot. A draw 
wouId constitute V o s  downing one enemy 
aircraft and then being shot down himself. 

SCENARIO NO. 2: 1 
FRANK LUKE I 

I 
THE ARIZONA B A L W  BUSTER I 

I 
If one were to be asked whom they thoua t  was I 

America's greatest ace of World War 1, the 
probable answer would be Eddie Rickenbacker, ' 
or maybe, Douglas Campbell, or perhaps one of 
the Yanks that fought with the Lafayette , 

Escadrille. In my opinion, the man who deserves 
to be called greatest of the American aces is 
Frank Luke, who in the shockingly brief span of I 

Continued on Page 30 Cokmn 4 
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Photo Mi Riohsrd Bsrtlm 

LIIVGRAD, now in it's 11th year, remaim The Imprfect Defense improbable as i t  may be, which we can avoid. It 
m s 1  a d y z e d  of simulation games short of 

Tlw delayers, 2-3-6's, cover the remaindw of 
tion. However, among thme who play the 2,ia 4:nni~  g : r ~  the front nicely. Their value in denying the 

Germans a &ot at the mst of the Nemunas River 
is unqutstionable. 

ryone wovfd do weir to remember. 

Brest-Ldtovsk: 
A strong force is located in Finland. Depending The goal of the central front is to exploit the 

on the Guman response, these units may lx used freedom of movement between fronts which the 
to quickly crush F h a  if you are faced with pila positions amund BW-Litovsk afford, and to tie 
of three units, or may be withdrawn to southern down the flank of the sou thm front. Whik the 
fronts if not needed. Speed is ementiat h e  Positions around h t - L i t w s k  can be out- 
although loss of units should not be riaked. The flanked, this is time-consuming and time is the 

undoubled at 3-1 or I x t b ,  do it!! Destroying it and serves to deter any German attempt at 
in Helsinki is necessary otherwiw and can be a breaking the Bug River. The units can move 

hY Bodled defenses haw been wt bt more costly: On the Finns, try for odds of either north or south in response to  Gkmar~ 

ard in the past, but all seem to suffw 6-1 or better, if possible, but use your judge movsa The concentration of force in Brast- 

ne way The one I is ment if you get a chance to kill a whole stack at Litovsk is great. To attack B m t  at 2-1 (3-1 not 

ed, although I feel that these flaws can be 4-1 " possible), the b a n  must soak+ff on 76 

ed off depending on you1 style of play or factors, plus another 18 in CC- 14. In addition, ' 

r opponents' preferences in offense. I do feel the German would be exposing him& to a 
at I can offer some inteMng solutions to P k m m :  strong counterattack from an e x d e n t  defensive 

' 1 -  
lerns besetting the Russians. The discussion The Nemunas River is an excellent defensive , ,  

will center on the fw turn or so, those front. Its premature loss opens much clear terri- 
both easiest to deal with specifically, and tory for the Germans which can only be de- . . - .  ' j 

. , ,  
tical t o  the whole conduct of the game. The fended at much increased cost. The defense here The units in CC-I4 serve to delay a rapid - 

ning of the game is the time when the war is designed to make that part of the Nemunas advanoe by the Germans toward Lwow by allow- 
ften made or broken. The Gmm is at his which is exposed to attack impregnable and td ing the units in EE-12 to be doubIed. While the 

and the Rusaian is without replace- cover it from attack as much as possible. The CC- 14 units are undoubled, 80 factors must be 
age can be done stack of 5-7-4's is placed in S-18 particularly soaked-off to attack one of them. The units in 

to withdraw an slowly to  deny the popsibte advance after combat that EE- 12 block the approach to the Ukraine which, 
few units. as poAb1e could be incurred in a Iow odds German assault if made, out-flanks the seriw of river lines which 
German lopses. Ad- _( 1-2) on larger units left singly in that square. block the German advance out of Rumania. This 
t all achievable. The While the invader can be repelled, the gap in the protection of the southern front's flank is e s  
game interesting. river line can not be sealed and this is trouble, sentid to stymying a s o u t k n  !lank attack 
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Rumania: 
The southern front is an enigma. The series of 

~iver  lines can easily block many advances, but 
these lines can bz outflanked. Success in the 
south involves keeping the German trcops i m  
lated from the main body on the central front 
while inflicting maximum casualties when they 
try to break out. Mrrintaining a strong hold on 

the Carpathian Mountains is essential. The key to 
this d e f e n ~  in the south is the 2-3-6 h a t e d  in 
U-14. This units positioning allows use of the 
Siretul River for defense on the fmt turn, thus 
limiting the German accessibility to  SJ-I2 and 
preventing him from surrounding the units in 
NN-14. As it stands, the German can get a 3-1 
on the 6-9 there, but this can be uaed as a 

gambit to entice him into committing his armor 
heavily in the south where it can be more easily 
bottled up. In following turns, the Bug line can be 
defended unless the German has placed strong 
armor in the south. Reinforcement from the 
Brat  area will then be necessary. Avoid defend- 
ing NN-14 if its loss would cost more than one 
unit. 

Imperfect: 
This defense is far from perfect. The units at 

0 - 1 4  can be attacked. A counterattack can 
probably right the situation, but that prevents the 
orderly dispersion of the troops around Bre.st to 
other fronts. The units in BE12 can be out- 
flanked. The square NN14 can still be attacked at 
3-1, although now the unit(s) there can be 
retreated. 

Into the Midgame: 
Later moves depend very much on the replies 

of yow opponent. A few thoughts should be 
considered. Counterattacks, expecially those from 
strong defensive positions can really hurt your 
opponent. But they me also costly to you in men 
and other parta of your front left weak. It is a 
rare Xpssian who can munterattack on a massive 
scale, and he usually winds up deshying himself. 
But a judicious counterattack can be a real 
saviour. 

The Memunas shouId be held, but not tbo long 
when it is finally broken. Remember, the Rus- 
sians bought time with land. There's a lot of 
Russia and only so many Russian troops. @ 



I 
My grateful thanks to the Genera! and Jml  

Davis f o r 4  long last-an cxcclltnt and im- 
aginatively presented article on the much 
neglected GUADALCANAL Hopelully? this 
exclusive prtstntation of photographg and teat 
will entice more readers to takx a dostr look at 
thc game to which the author so skillfully 
relatd his material. 

However, once again I feel called upon to 
tame to the defense of thir moa unique and 
unusual game. Certainly, thtgameisnotpeIfeCT 
and an~arentlv the owrsales would indicattit's 
nor fo;tw~yBbdy. ~ u t  ut th~nthe limitationsof 
the specific premiscs upon which the game 
design is ba~ed. i t  still seems to be an excellent 
playable simulation of a constantly changjng 
type war over the course of a six month 
campaign-no small accomplishment, and a 
pleasant surprise for gamers looking for 
"something dimerent." 

Jotl Davis criticizes the gmme for piving 
hidden jungle movement to thc Japanese. ':This 
i s  the most serious error in the p m c  in that 
Aralon Hill had the situation backwards." he 
writes. " . . . the Americans had far better 
intelligence than the Japantsc did . . . but, of 
course. no one's intelligenae i n  the jungle was 
nry good." But the following campaign assess- 

, ment by Fletcher Prattkcems to back up Avalon 
Hilrs approach: 

rrt on examination the general plea of 
tnulty inttlligenw on the Japanew sidedoesnot 
stand up very well. Their intelligence was often 
faulty, but not in any fundamental way. T h e  
oridnal Japanese G-2 estimate of the number of 
Marines on Guadalcanal was far more accurate 
than the intelligence on which General 
VandtgriR had to work when he made the 
landing. Al l  through the operationthe Japanese 
were exceedingly well w v c d  en the sta by b t h  
lheir subrnanne and air gcouts, and i f  thcir air 
rcconnaissanm ashore was distinctly faulty, 
lheir patrols and listening po~ts  in the Grassy 
Knoll (Mount Austin) region covcrtd 
everything so complctcly that General 
Vandegrift could hardly cut his fingernails 
without havingit reported across the line. After 
the war i t  was revealed that the Japantsc had 
been extremely acute about intercepting and 
making use of American radio  message^." 

'The Japanese command simply chow to 
disregard the intclligcnw i t  received. I t  went 
right on makingelaborate plan& like thatforthe 
snack of the Sendai, as though the whole thing 
were asand-taMc problem,in which thememy's 
action need not be taktn into m u n t  with no 
room for the unit commander to exercise his 
discretion. After the plan was on& made i t  was 
'ntvcr on any amount altered, eitherfromabove 
or below. The last feature is suffii%ntly puu i ing 
and at least one high Amerimn officer who has 
studied the problem congiders that some dif- 
Txulty here may lie in the fundamental characrcr 
olthe Japan- language, a poor instrument for 
ather ratiocination orthe rapid communication 
of ideas." (Quoted from Tkc United Stales 
Marine Corps in World War II, edited by S.E. 
Smith) 

Of course, there's an obvious problem h t  
givs both players too much information inthe 
game. During the actual campaign, arrival of 
t roop and supplies ww a haphazard thingfor 
both sides, dependent on the fortunes of con- 
slantly ragingnaval battles. The game "Ircucs" 
thc actual historical outwmes of major naval 
engagements and thus giveg each player the 
specific reinforcements that -got through" on 
sp i f i c  datea (Players do have to roll the dicfor 
artillery Units of Fire supply. but even these 
odds tables art  mdad tothe hiioricaloummes 
of the major naval engagements) Thus, the 
O/A charts give the players very specific infor- 
mation as to what to expect and 
when. . . exactly the kind of information you 
rarely have in war. 

However, thig problem is inherent in prac- 
tically every wargame t hat includes sn 01  A card 
-and that's a helluva lot of games, by Avaion 
Hill and other publishers! So i t  would begrossly 
unfair to single out GUADALCANAL for 
criticism on this point. 

The variant that Davis includes looks quite 
interesting and certainly worthy of exploration, 
to which I look forward. However. I hope he 

Letters to the Edi tor  ... 
intends i t  as avariant and not a revision. The full 
tournament version of the original game i s  
playable and fuq  and reasonably faithful to its 
premlm. 

Finally, J d  Davis says that "you rtally need 
two copies of the game to make hidden move- 
ment convenient." Nothing wuld be farthtr 
from the truth Convenient hidden movement. 
at long last and witbout serviceg of a third 
player, was one d the first th ing that sold me 
on the game. I've explained elsewhere the 
system that seemg most simple and convenient 
for me. (Vol. I I, No. I). 

Mark Saha 
Santa Monica. CA 

*m 
Dear Editor 

I n  referenw w J w p h  Bosltt's article (+'A 
Realistic Solution," Vol. 10, No. 6 of the 
GENERAL), I not only believe that there'are 
some digcrepancies affecting the play balanot 
and realism . . ."but also that there are. 1 dare 
say. multitudes ofdiscrepaociesin Avslon HiU's 
Gtuysburg. 

T h e  Battle of Gettysburgwas not onlyaturning 
point i n  the Civil War, but a turning pointinthe 
history of the United States as well. I t  was a 
battle in a penod of tlme in which the fortitude 
of the soldiers truly determined the outeome of 
minor skirmishes or all-out attack& But under- 
stand me: 1 am in no way implying having the , 

outcome of the banle balance on thtindividuals 
involved wad unique to Gcttysbwg 1 am merely 
conrend~n~thsr the Batrle ol Gettvsburehed so 
many tady& and stratemcd dis&epan>es and 
blunders by both sida-astounding in light or 
tht ltaders inve ld- i t  could probably have 
been fought inmany ways without ever reaching 
the same end twice. 

This is  why I believt that while Avalon Hill's 
Gettysburg is well conceived, several irnponant 
factors should bechanged orcompletely redone 
i n  order to bring back not only an acceptable 
play bal~nce. but dso the all-imponanr rcmliim 
of this historic battle. 

For one, the Battle Msnual nee& to be reviewed 
and rewritten. I f  this wertdonc, many gripes or 
qu-tions would be answered andalot of time 
saved. 1 r a l i m  that an instruction booklet-or 
Battle Manual. a4 t k  case may be--cannot bt 
rewritten overnight. But a game as old and as 
yimplt as Avalon HiWs Gettysburg (compared 
to others in Avalon HiU'slinej, nee& a new and 
fully detailed Battle Manual. And this would, I 
bclitve, riovt certainly increase the popularity 
and simphfy the playing of the game. 

As Mr. Boslct states, conditions for victory are 
too unrealistic especially for theSouth. While. 
at times during the war hundreds of thownds 
of men were killed and thousands wounded and 
captured, obviously mithtr army was ever 
obliterated. I whole-heartedly endorse Mr. 
Emlet's step reduction system for eventual 
victory. I n  this manner, heavy divisions of 
fightinginfantry can bt hurt, but not completely 
annihilated, by, for example. three brigadeg of 
cavally. I would leave all "Combat Factors* as 
they now are printed. Or with possibly minor 
changes. 

On the other hand. I hsve onc point of 
argument. concerning Mr. Boslet's victory con- 
ditions as they pertain to "Combat Factors." 
Why limit the number of combat factors that 
would automatically meandefeat, unlegs i t  is to 
help limit the playing time of the game? The 
battle was clearly finished by noon of July 4th, 
the time given as the last move i n  thegame. But 
any player can testify that by this time, and 
usually before it at kast om army isin a pretty 
piecemeal wndition. Only the red war fanatic 
would fight tothecompletedeath. M a i n l y  Lee 
did not, while Meadc was, I believe, overly 
cautioug he didn't push his luck by attacking 
Lee's entrenched troops on the morning of 
the 4th. 

I n  using Mr. Boslet's step reduction system, by 
the time the game is drawing to a close, one 

general or the other should know i f  he ban the 
slight& possibility of some kind o f  viaory. 
Since the bulk of the reinforcements enter the 
game by the afternoon and evening of the 
second day, awarenesg of victory at that point 
is  pretty much a cenainty. Since a strategic 
victory for tither side would be a major re- 
treat by his opponent on or before noon of the 
4th. limits on the Ims of combat [adorn 
would not be needtd. 

The artillery situation i n  the game is entirely 
different. Here realism walks thefinelineof fact 
and fitlionduring thisparticularperiDdoltimt. 
Although Avalon Hi l l  doesn't enter Union 
artillery until the 7 p.m. move on the m n d  
day. I'm sure anyone familiar with the battle 
knows that Union artiUeq was on the scene 
before that time. (l'm sure too, that Avalon Hill 
realized this and inoerted units where they did 
for the sake o f  simplicity). But why not give a 
counter of arhllery to cachdinsion of infantryl 
Or posgibly maktacounter equal to a battalion 
or a brigade (depending on the army) as they 
wcrc nearly equel. 

I n  the game xituation this could be rounded off 
to one unit of artillery for eachdivisionor corps 
whichcvcr the casc. (Division pertains to the 
Confederate troops and Corps pertains to the 
Union troops). As far as Combat Factors arc 
concern&, all artillery units would have the 
same factors as they now have, s "r'. 

Broken down, the Confederate infantry and 
artillery ituation would look something like 
t l i is :  

I CORPS - Longatrat 

McLaw's Division 
Cabell's Artillery Battalion - 

Ackctt'a Diviwon 
kar ingk  Artillcry Battalion - 4  Bnttcrisl 

Hoots  Division 
Henrfs Artillery Banalion - 4 Ehtteries 

11 CORPS - E d 1  

Early\ Division 
Jomh Anillcry bttal ion - 4 Battctim 

Johnson's Division 
Latimer's Anilltry Baltalion - 4 8atterip~ 

Rodes's Djviaon 
m C f 6  Artilltry Battalion - 4  Bntltrics 

Ill CORPS - Hill 

Anderson's Division 
Lane's Anillery Battalion - 3 Battcria 

Hcth'% D~vsion 
Garnctt'y Anil lcy Batldlon - 4 Batteries 

Fender> Division 
Poagw's Artillery Battalion - 

Tht Union infantry and artillery situation mighl 
look aomclhing ltkt t h ~  

I CORPS - Rcynolda 

I st Division - W d w o n h  
2nd Diuision - Robineon. 
3rd Division - Rowlcy 
Artillery Brig~de - Wainwright - b Batteris 

I I  CORPS - Hnncock 

1st Division - Caldwcll 
2nd Division -Gibbon 
3rd Division - Hay8 
Arlillery Brigade - Hazari - 6 Batteries 

Ill M R P S  - Sicklts 

1st D imion - Bimty 
2nd Diuimininn - Hurnphrcy 
Artilkr). Brigadc - Randolph - 5 Bancrim 

V CORPS - Sykes 

1st Dinsion - Barnes 
2nd Dividon - Ayers 
3rd Division - CrnwTord 
Artllkry Bngade - Mnnin - 5 Batltries 

Vl CORPS - Sodgujck 

1st Diviaion -Wright 
2nd Dtdsion - Howe 
3rd Dtvision - N t w o n  
Anilltry Brigad= - Tomkin - 0 Batlcrie 
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lat Division - Barlow 
2nd Divhion -Yon Steinwehr 
3rd Division - Schua 
Artillery Brigade - &borne - 5 hllcrira 

XI1 CORPS - Slocum 

I8t Division - Wlllinms 
2nd Divis~on - C e r y  

' Anillcry Brigade - Muhtnhrg - 4 Bstkr- 

Naturally nar ly  all Confederate infantry 
divisions are much stronger then their Union 
counter pns. This would have to bc taken into 
consideration wnmtning wmbat facwrs Also. 
Horse ArtiUery could beadded for relism, but I 
feel i t  would have little, i f any beanng on the 
game. Each anny too, had their own Artillery 
Reserves, but adding these would only mm- 
plicate thin@ further. 1 do realize that the two 
armies had entirely dimerent ways of deploying 
their arfillery. The Confederates let their ar- 
tillery travel with their infantly whtnas thc 
Union had moat of their guns pooled into one 
gaup. The only difference all of this would 
make is their time of arrival. 

Oncc again, 1 & a p e  with Mr. hs le t  in regard 
to combat factors and artiuelyunits. Specifical- 
ly. why doe8 he suggcat the elimination of 
combat factors ofthtarti lbry? During the Civil 
War massed artillery decimated advancing in- 
lsntry. ag proved by Pickttt's Charge. But i f  
artillery units attacked other anillcrj units i n  
the game, andthey had nocombat factors, how 
would they be destroyed? I t  seems that they 
would keep going backwards the whole game. 
Also, why a time delay period for set-up and 
takedown of art i l l t rp U nkss entrenched, most 
batteries could be pet up in a relativdy short 
period of time. I f  thig rule were used, 1 think that 
there would be very little artillery destruuion: 
by the timc artillery had set up and waited a 
turn, the apposing unit would have moved out 
of range 

I approve of his range definition pertaining to 
artillery fire. A range of three squares seemE 
very adequate. But again, 1 question his Ar- 
tillery f i r ing Re~ultsTable. I think thcscoringis 
too severe, especially sinoc so much cannoncry 
was engaged. The chances of scoring a hit are 
much grester then Mr. Boslet seems to think. I f  
a "unit" firing equaled a brigade or bathlion 
(depending on the army) only one possible hit 
out o fM is  highly unlikely. lamtalkingabout I 
cannon out of 30. Mr. Smlet's result tableghow 
that i f  you have 3 brigades, say, firing (which 
would equal approximately 90 cannon), you 
would only have a50150chanceof scoringa hit. 
Think about it, only a 50150 chanceofscoringa 
hit upon an enemy unit with Wcannon. At this 
point I would tven kopenfor~uggestions. You 
could use his p a n t  table and make the range 
distance the difference. With three squam 
distance. the d d s  would be as Mr. Boslet hss 
shown. Two squares distance would incraisethc 
odds 113. And so forth. Naturally, the closer a 
bettery of onnon is to inbntly. or, for that 
matter. artillery, themore pogsibilityof destruc- 
t ion Therefcre, it you had 6 brigades of cannon. 
or 180 guns firing at the maximum distance. 
your odds would k pretty god.  But seldom 
except at Gettysburg, did you have that many 
guns in one action against an cntmy unit. 

I n  closing, I belleve Mr. k l e t  has made several 
good points i n  hissuggestions tortvanpagame 
that natdv much reworking. I too, have only 
made suggestions. But as of now. in terms of 
realism and play balance some rulechanp.and 
clarifications- especially in the victory con- 
ditions laid down upon the Confederacy-are 
needed. I believe the game is loving much 
appeal, and this I truly hate to see. 

Jim Hamilton 
Da l lw  Texas ***** 

For the past five yean 1 havc been an avid Can of 
your a m .  Recently I began sukrlbing to th. 
GENERAL and in my first fmue I found mmethiw 
of dm. I n  the JW-August 1973 General 1 rend an 
wticle by a Mr. Shefler cnIIed "ADVANCGD 
KRIESPIEL THEORY." 

I've always thouzht the AH people hll below 
p r  h this game. Although KRIEGSPEIL may be a 
good $tarter game, 1 found it far t w  simple. I tried 
Mr. Shefler's w y  of &yia and, even though I 
still low, I fmd it a very g w d  way to play, WELL 
DONE hbr. Shefler, you have saved one game from 
milacting dlut. 

Peter Praser 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 
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I READER BUYER'S 6UIDE 

I mE: 1776 flBltM: Grand Strategic Game of the 
American Revolution 

I I776 is the 12th game t o  undergo analysis i n  Csmpaian Game and Swnarim indismiminataly, 
ths REG, and w u l m d  i n  the w o n d  best rating Gsnerally speaking, the Campaim Game wil l  take 
thus pellad. It polled a 2.66 cumulative re lng - more than 6 hour6 while the Scenarios can range 
just .04 of  a point off t h m  Riclrrhnfm's War from 1 to 2 hours. I 
rating of 2.62. Its excellent 2.36 Oversll Value 
rating was gscond omly to t h e  2.05 of Ponrerblrtx, I aml overall plaoeol 5th or M m r  i n  8 of the 8 
categories. 

The game's s t m w o i n t  is i n  extremely 
realirtlc and p i n fu l l y  painted mapbeard with all 
the color of t h e  old Anriu minus ths mrrain 
umbifluitib% It set s new rmord for this ~ategory, 
bs t i ng  France. I940 b y  .29. Equally ikregsive 
was the 3.08 ratlng far Play Balancs which Is 
m o n d  anly to Richthofen's Nw ard Pn,,rerblira 
This was ~ p s ~ i a l l y  surprising i n  libt of the 
adverm publlcity the w m s  has received from 
outspoken critics vho deEry American chances 
for victory. We plsn m publish -el articles on 
American m a t w  i n  the game by authors who 
vahmsntly dlpagree wjth that viswpoint. 

1778 app%its m be OM of those game. you 
e i t h  love or hate. R w i m  have bmn  m i x d  - 
ranglng from " h e  best war" t o  the "biiggest 
turkey sinae the Pilgrlms landed". Y w r  RHG 
rsswnrer ran the same rangm with rerpomes 
running from a mmplem set of  1's to all 9's. 
OWlcurly, the 1's oumumbarsd the O's b y  a 
mnsiderabta margin. 

WHAT THE NUMBERS MEAN: Put simply, the 
re.ults can be considered like thip: Anything 
umlsr 2.00 i r  pretly dam faMZtlC. Scores ranging 
from 2.3 are exaellent while 3's rnllgt be m n -  
sidared gwd. 4 through 4.5 would be msiderad 
fair, wlth the upper half o f  the 4.5 mrnb inst iw 
considered poor. 

I The game's biggest drawback war In the Erne 
of Understandins catqory  where it placd 10th. 
This 1s urdsrstandable given a game as complex I -  msical flualit~ 2.16 
88 1776 ~ h m  is p o r n a t  confus~no IS the 'I. M a u b n ~ l  1.76 I 
excellent rating for Completeness of Rules (3rd 3. 
besfl given the poor rating o f  the previous 
category. Ons wotlld think these twe cateqorie. '* 
were m&ai interrelsted. Appamntly, althou* 5- 
t h e  players fm l  ths c o m x p ~ r  l n w l v d  sre 6. 
mmplex, them w r e  no large omissions or contra 7. 
dictions such as plaaued 1914. This io generally 
k k e d  up by ths volume of the nut  msil. Bs is 

I' 
often ths caw, Game Length does not rsally fell 9' 
the storv due M readers ratino both the 10. 

TMlnvmmnlRus8a ................................ 376 
TllsPlotmlinndO-m ........................... 224 
WlnnlmWlththtFrmcn ............................. 137 
m*nAndvLi% ................................... 124 
CelM* in Stnl8n@ad ................................ ,121 
MrkR*plq .................................... 112 . A Fa* Amrban l*m In L u f M w  ..................... 12 
k l m  Hlfl Phllomd~y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  21 
RdrBVW?rEulde . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a 
1nflltrnmr.l R-I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 

The !sue as a whole pelled a 2.79, our third 
b a t  effort m dam, and the b&st fo r  an issue 
without a variant game. The h imr ica l  l w d  did 
quite well and more than made up for  the 8'5 

and I's It received from those readers who dislike 
historical articles i n  s gaming m ~ z l n e .  We wi l l  
not abandon the premise o f  the historical lead, 
but  do n M  expect many of them to ba as 
deta i ld  as the Saha pime. WE am continuing t o  
experiment with the feature article m is 
w ids rmd  by thls month's lead. Not exactly a 
gme variant m such; WE call it a simulation 
variant i n  that it do= lwrt make for  an ent ie ly  
new game, but rwher simulates the a u h o f s  view 
of a very close mcraation of the oaening 
mornmnts o f  the actual battle. We would l ike m 
do mwe leads along lines where me himrry 
x tua l l y  backs up or forms part o f  the game 
article rather than xcampanyirq It. Peeple who 
toan MmrdS gnmbzg may not  like h i s  approach 
but it should be ~ o w l a r  amorm the simulation 

only ten combat mh ions  manapd to down no 
less than fifteen Ccrman o b ~ n a t i o n  balloons and 
six fighters. On his last patrol he burned three 
balloons and shot d m  two fighters before being 
wounded and crash-landing his Spad behind 
enemy lines where he died during a gun batt lr  
with G m a n  nound  t r w p  i n  a church gfave- 
yard, fighting to the end with a .45 calibre pistol! 
Brash and a&wssivt, a loner by nature; i t  might 
have been Richthofen's War but they were Frank 
Luke's ba l lwm.  

On September 18. 1918 Luke realty uncorked 
one. With Lt. Joseph Wehner flying cover, Luke 
dived on and demolished two balloons. Upon 
climbing back t o  rejoin Wehner he found his 
winman involved with w e n  Fokker D7s. 
Roaring in to  the fight he shot one Fokker ta 
pieces i n  a head-on attack, turned and shot down 
another one. (Wehner In  the meantime was 
downed b y  one o f  Fokkcrs). On his way back to 
the field he caught sight of a German two-seater 
being puinued by three Frtnch Spads, waded in to  
the fight and downed the two-seater. Within a 
span o f  tm minutes h t  had destroyed two 
balloons and thrae planes! One Ean only imagine 
w h t  his final total would have bccn had ht 
survivod to the end of  the war. 

enthusiam. Next t ime we wil l  praaent a 
PANZERBLlrZ extravaganza whleh m i m  the AUanpLnYEk GERMAN PLAYrn: 

h i m y  In  with the game d iups ion,  and then *i'c"ft:*SPad '39 Alrcratl: Two Bmllimns. 

adds a tm of rslatsd informatien on the game, ( m a '  Luke a double rice) m r d b a t t ~  M21 and 

Aftnr that m hope to have another one of  thoas 
K42. At. 80(h. Su 
AAs. Six MCs and Six 

travelogue b r e s  on Europsan battlefklds end. ~ U M M T F S  ........ 
of mume, more of the ever-popular game variams. srartbg Posftlon: h l y w h m  ~ h m  Fotkri37a 
We think diversity is imponant. Hopefully, you on NmUl mapbosrdcdgeat 
agree. ISOOm. 

One lasl ooint shwld be addrased which  ha^ N O T 6 : O n l ~ b k e l n a ~  wgebdloons. 

been a Of a mntinualr volume The -sn may not cnttr thc thrcc b 7 r  unljl his 
of correspendenoe. Anything which persistendy ,-fimmcmtnltum, 
arrlves i n  the mail wi l l  end UP i n  this column my enlet on E~~~ edge belwcen mw6 T and x 1 5 0 0 ~ .  evenmally. We mminue to recelve letters from 
peopln vvRo chastise u9 for taking "cheap shots" zE c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h o o m  m d  offNmth 
at other publishers. This is mnoying t o  us dge d m a p h r d .  
because we certainly do not  engage i n  it con- GERMAN: Avoid Allied victory condlllons. Shoollng 
sciously, if at ell. Indeed, we havs gone out o f  down l l le No. 2 Spud (Wehner) has mr c f k t  
w r  way t o  m i d  "uming down In the wttef' as on thevictmy cond~tions. 

it were and engaglng i n  an ink war, despite some 
very incorrect and unnthical stammenis made , 5iTC 

1776: regarding us. For exmple, there w= thn csga of 
Q. If the British control all S'mateic Towns in Q, can a ,-,, b, ,d to a fort as t h e  erroneous s ta tnment  regarding the 

Mew England, but not  MontreaI andlor guebec. long a 1 CA/BR and 1 IA  a r e  prcsnt? GENERAL'S c im la t i on  consistins o f  5,000 gratis 
the area is considered oncontrolled. Question: A. yq but he magazine munter is lifetime s u k i p t i o n s  and the more meant of 
where are CA and RM replacement& ~[aced? (i.e., reduced to supply unit  status). t h ~  'meak weuled of an, Bt fhat time unmleaped. 
k Within one hex of any Strat* Town hex. Avalon Hlll aame with a wppored fatal flaw 

Q. When the Optional Transport Cmts a r t  usd ,  
the French fleets cannot carry their auottsd 
f o w .  What happens? 
k Allow the French fleeh to carry their allotted 
forces upon initial entry in to  the game unti l  they 
enter a friendly port, at which time they must 
debark units to conform to their maximum 
optional czpadtics. 

Q. The r u l e  state that i f more than one French 
Battle Fleet is ever sunk, the res o f  the French 
forces must b t  withdrawn to the Wtst Indieg 
What happens if all three French BF's are punk? 
Are all French forces el iminatd? 
A. Yes, I n  this c a ~ ,  they would bc tliminated at 
the end of  the current player-pepnent. Note that 
if the French VF unit was trot available, all 
French SF'S would be eliminatd, as if all Frmch 
naval f m  were sunk. 

Q. Can Brltish fIeets wnt ro l  ports? 
k No. Control is defined as occupying with at 
l e s t  one CSP o f  British Regular Infantry. 

Q. I f  all friendly land units arc eliminated i n  
combnt in a Part hex. are the friendlv fleet units 

Q. Can units move in to  and out  o f  besiegd Fort 
hexes adjacent to waterways b y  using BatLau~? 
k Only i f  the Fort is located adjacent to a class 
3 riverllake hcxaide. 

Q. When attacking enemy units both imide and 
outside a Fort, how are the effects o f  artillery 
handled via-a-vis the units outside the Pot9 
A. I1 the Mende r  has suppl id  artillery units 
inside the Fort (regardless of the attacker's 
artillery), combinsd attacks may NOT b used; 
dcfcnding units outs id^ of the Fort must be 
eliminnted BeWRE units inside the Port may be 
attaclted. I f  only the attacker has suppliid artil- 
lery unik, he may ope a mmbined attack but 
must ignore his own artillery unite 

Q. I n  rcsarda t o  A t  Start positioning and place 
ment of reinfomementp, must all xhduled 
Strength Points be plamd on onc hex when a 
"within two hmes o r '  ... or "on, or within one 
hex o f .  .." is indicatsd? 
A. Ym, units are placed on one Rex, but the 
above wordings give a certain amount o f  latitude 
as to which hex i t  is. 

which h s  &incr been rated in our wun REG by 
Y w r  very own votes as an cutstanding sucmr l  
There hsvs bssn other examples of incorrect 
natements and b r d o  but  WE do not  wish m 
d m  the line bemen constructive criticism and 
irresponsible reporting here. Avalon Hill takes 
pride in the m a g s  of its many lmltators i n  the 
fidd and wlshes them well. Indeed, we helped 
s p m  many of them with free publicity and 
hnnwncemenrr of thefr preduas in mese w r y  
pages. We feel no n e d  m regon t o  '%heap shm" 
m downarada their effons. and any wch 
envisioned msault swlvlng from these pages is 
merely the unconscious w i h  of the rmder. We 
have newr criticized a competitor's product or 
h e w i s e  s l a n d e r d t k r  operation nor d o  m 
intend to. I t  is, then, very fmmut ing to remive 
letters such us the onn from the reader vrho took 
our blurb on Raab J. Hupsein o f  Jordan in the 
Infiltrator's Report of V o l u m  TO. No. 5 as a 
slight against the manufacmer o f  a SINAI game, 
and further deplored our behsvior for iwnuating 
tha thn aforsmentloned publisher was a threat to 
world ml We t rM t  that t h e  majority of our 
madem are aware that no prch edltarisl sniping is 
golng on; at least frm our end. Q 

L i e  to & your w n  varlmts for Avalrm 
Hill g a ~ ?  Or w h a p s  w ' d  ius nks m n y  
your hand a7 & r i m  s game on y w r  famrlte 
w i d  We haw atl the rmmirsls you'll nesd t o  
turn tfM W n g  Idea imte a W a M e  p r o w  
r y p .  All orden should bc ~~ G tk Pam 
D m c m  and T n c M  $1.00 &a fw portage 
and handling ctwrpas 

p.' x W Plain White Htx Shott . . . . . .  .SIB3 
Ummcmred; spscify s i r s :  
w hRx or 131%" imx 

Bank M a w  ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$1.W 
Specl?y &re: 8" x 16". 
~ ' H ~ Z T I . W I + . X T ~ "  

llsnk T w p  Counter S h t s  . . . . . . . . .  .$I .W 
D i W  A t e  only. S p w i i  siw. 
5" units w W unlm 
D i m . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .m. $ .f 

. . . . . . . . .  
in that port destroyed, captured, o r  unaffected? 
k They are unaffected as it ip assumed they 9. I n  r&s t o  h t e a u  andlor rivef mWement 

**********************.It***** 
w w l d  move out t o  sm. on the SL Lawrence Rlver, may Bateaux m o w  / ~ n r . t n  u n . a  G U E 5 5  W110: - .u" - > 

down the river nnd into Lake Ontario thmueh ( ,- .M.. ,.?\ WRoTK A G m A T  m M - O F  

Q, when atta&ing enemy units in a ~ ~ r t  md the extreme top hexsides at FFF and HHH? 
wtside o f  i t  i n  a combinsd attack, are Tactical A. Yts, they are playable hexsides for nver 
Cards w d ?  movement as Qass 3 l&e hexaides. 
A. Yes. Note, however, that tactical cards are not 
used in subsequent multiple combats aftcr all of Q. I f  a British unit  expends six movement points 
thc units outside the Fort are eliminated. moving adjacent t o  a class 1 river and attempts to 

Fore March, does ~t roll on the "I" column 
(because i t  has one MP remaining) or on the "2" 

Q. What happens to American units at sea when w lumn  (bemuse it cost 2 MP t o  enter the 
the winter attrition must be carried out? adjacent hex from across the river)? 
A. CA units at sea at the end o t  December A. It must ro l l  on the "2" column. Any remain- a 

receive an automatic 75% reduction. Additionally, iw MP's that are not e x p n d d  in  regular 
CA units i n  the West lndies are totalled i n  with rnwement are lost when attempting a F o m d  
the Detp S w t h  Area. March. 
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Flying Buffalo, Inc. of P.O. Box 1467, 
Scottsdale, AZ 85252 has announced a 
special offer for readers of the GENERAL. 
Their computer wil l  generate random 
number tables such as weredescribed in the 
last issue's "COMPENDIUM OF PLAYING 
A I D S  article. They are will ing to provide 
these tables free of charge to interested 
readers of the GENERAL Merely send them 
two stamped, self-addressed envelopes(one 
addressed to  each player of a pbm game) and 
tell them where you read about the offer. 
They'll then send each player a table with 
260 numbers on it. Each t ime a player needs 
a die roll, he picks a row and column on the 
opponent's table which has not yet been 
used. The opponent replies with what the 
number was. After the game is finished, the 
tables are exchanged so that they can be 
checked for accuracy. 

Another opportunity for European 
wargarners (and anyone else interested in 
international competition) has opened up 
with the British National Games Club's 
inauguration of a special section for simula- 
tion garners. The special concern of the NGC 
will be to bring, all the pleasures of postal 
tournament play tothe many isolated Avalon 
Hill enthusiasts around Europe, and to  
promote international competition in 
simulation gaming. Full details can be had 
from Nicky Palmer, Lehwaldsvej 3, 89, DK 
2800 Lyngby, Denmark. 

Once again we find it necessaryto remind 
GENERAL su bscribers of basic proceduresto 
be followed in regards totheir subscriptions. 
When renewing, please be sure to state 
which issue was the last one you received. 
Otherwise, you may miss an issue or receive 
two uf the same one. Subscribers are also 
reminded that we will not answer questions 
on play which are not accompanied by a 
stamped, self -addressed envetope or the 
necessary diagrams. 

Local gamers and travelers to Maryland 
are reminded that they can pick up slightly 
damaged games at the Avalon Hill 
Gameroom for half price. If you're in the 
area, feel free to drop i n  at 1501 Guilford 
Ave. We're on the 2nd floor of the FaIlsway 
Bldg. and open 8 to 5. Saturdays Interest 
Group Baltimore meets for playtesting and 
competition from 10 to 5. 

Partial Photo credi.ts are due the World War II 
Historical Asociation for the photos of the 
American artillery and Sherman in action. 

With the end of summsr comes the announce 
ment of WINTER WAR 11; the Second Annual 
Convention of the Conflict Simulations Society at 
the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana 
January 17 - 19. Dorm lodging will be available 
at reasonable rates for those who inquire in 
advance. Entranoe fee is  only $1.00 for the 
weekend. Additional information can be obtained 
from Gerald Delker, 2200 E. University Ave, No. 
30; Urbana, Illinois 61801. 

The first set of revised rules for a classic game 
i s  now available in the form of the revised 
Stdingrad rules. The rules remain basically the 
same with the exception of a few important 
changes which hopefully clear up the few ambi- 
guities which existed in the 1st edition. The rules 
can b obtained dirsct from Avalon Hill for 2% 
plus 25c postage and handling charges. 

Bruno Sinigaglio, AH staff member who re 
ceived considerable hobby coverage for winning 
the East Coast Spartan Avaton Hill boardpming 
tournament this past summer has also been the 
subject of numerous newspaper accounts and 
army bulletins as a result of his feat. The 
information office at the Aberdeen Prwing 
Grounds where Bruno works in a civilian capacity 
has issued numerous press releases featuring the 
above photo of Bruno at work (play?) over a 
PANZERBLITZ board. 

Also receiving mnsiderable press coverage for 
his pming exploiis of late has been fellow staff 
membr SP4 Dan Evans who was the subject of a 
major article entitled "GAMES AND NOT 
GAMES'which appeared in the September issue 
of SOLDIERS magazine. Like many boardgamars 
Dan delves into miniatures once in awhile as tRe 
photo shows. The article covered both aspects of 
wargaming and should do much to "spread the 
gospel ." 

Contest No. 61 set new records for reader 
participation and when a l l  was said and done 
there were well over 100 p e r k t  responses 
despite a high rate 'of "casualties." After dis- 
carding many for failure to plot their movss on 

the map, failure to list the issue's best 3 articles, 
and just plain sloppiness we still had to resort to 
a drawing to pick ten winners. In Contest No. 61, 
one had to assume that the German's objective 
was short term (i-e., survivat for one turn) due to 
the imminent arrival of reinforcements or the end 
of the game, otherwise the German forcss are 
ultimately lost since they lack the necessary 
firepower to deal effectively with the Russian 
infantry. In such a case, the important tasks to 
accomplish are the elimination or disruption of 
the Rusian wetting units and the reinforcement 
of the 88's position. To this end, the 88 will 
execute direct fire against the T-34 wifh an 839 
chance of an elimination. SMG 186 wilt mwe 
into the 88's hex providing additional defense 
against a CAT by GO 161 and allowing if to CAT 
the Engineer and Truck units in conjunction with 
SMGs 184 & 185 who will attack from the 
latter's hex. This 2-1 CAT provides a guaranteed 
dispersal and a 50% chance of a kill, ensuring 
that the Engineer will neither spot nor CAT during 
the Russian's turn. Although this allows the GD 
161 to CAT the 88 a t  ,I-2, the Russian has only a 
50% chance of dispersal with such an attack and 
mnnot destroy the 88. Thus, the solution 
restricts the Russian's chances of getting the 88 
on his next turn to less than 16% and should the 
worst occur (a " 6  against the T-34). the German 
will still be able to CAT the T-34 a t  1-2 with 
SMG 186 - leaving him a 1-1 CAT against the 
Russian Engineer and Truck unit. 

Those who survived the drawing were: W. 
tnrnan, Tuscaloosa, AL; P. Cook, Springfield, 
N.J.; R. Kurzweil, Santa Monica, CA; A. 
Whitaker, San Jose, CA; C. Chyba, Parkvitle, MD; 
D. Kubach, Seattle, WA; W. Carmack, Kittanning, 
PA; W. Kunz, Pittsburg, PA; M. Esposito, Spring- 
field, VA; and A. Plcarnpuo, Clio, MI. 

QMING NEXT ISSUE: 

I 
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